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Abstract 

Sexuai abuse is identifiai by the American Psychiatrie Association's Diagnostic and 

Statisticai Manual of Mental Disorders (4th edition) (DSM-IV, APL& 1994) as a possible 

precipitator of Posttradc Stress Disorder (PTSD). A .  estimateci 50% of s e d  abuse survivors 

wiU develop PTSD (Kiser, Heston, Millsap, & Prui* 199 1 ; O'Neil & Gupta, 199 1). Therefore* 

whiie exposun to a t r a d c  stressor such as sexud abuse is neœssary in the development of 

PTSD, it is not d c i e n t  A number of models have ken proposed that attempt to describe the 

pracem of coping and symptom development 8ssociated with PTSD, and to account for individual 

differences in tbis processOCeSS One such model is Joseph, Williams, and Yule's (1995) integraiive 

cognitive-behavioural model of response to û a d c  stress (see Fi- 1). 

nie presemt study evaluated Joseph, et aL's (1995) mode1 when applied to a sample of 122 

f d e  sexual abuse swivors fkom across Ontario, Canada. Participants cornpleted s iwey  

packages which included rnaisitres for each of the variables preserrted in Joseph et aL's (1995) 

model. The variable Event Stimuli was measured using the Sexual Experiences Survey (Koss & 

Orso, 1982; see Appendix A). Pecsodty was measured using Neufoticisrn items of the NEO-PIR 

(Costa & McCrae* 1992; see AppendUc C). Appraisal of the abuse was measured using a modified 

version of the Attn'butional Style Quedonnaire (Peterson, Semmel, Baeyer, Abramson, Metalsky, 

& Seligman, 1982; see Appendix D). Coping and Cnsis Support were measured using the Coping 

Responses Inventory (MOOS, 1993; see Appendix E )  and the Crisis Support Scale (Joseph, Andrews, 

Williams, & Yule, 1992; see Appendix F), respedively. Symptom outcomes7 as indicated by the 

mode1 vanables Event Cognitions and Emotiod States, were assessed by specified items of the 

Trauma Symptom Checklist- 40 (Elliott & Briere, 199 1; see Appendix G). 



Figure 1. Joseph et al.'s (1 995) integrative cognitive-behavioural model of 
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This study makes three main empirid contni%utions. Fi- MANOVA resuits indicate that 

response to abuse was signincantly Muenced by ethaicity, age at which abuse first occurred, and 

the type of mental h d t h  semices currentiy king received. Caucasian individuals rated themselves 

lower on use of problem-foc& wping strategies, vuherability9 ïmpulsiveness, and self-blame 

thau individuais of Native American ancestry. Those 15 years of age or l e s  when abused rated 

themselves higher on 8fyEiety and Iowa on social supports while those in older age groups rated 

themseives in the opposite direction. Individuais currently in counsebg or on a waiting Iist rated 

themselves lower on anxïety, depression, and YUlIlerability. Conversely, those currentIy in support 

groups rated themselves as higher on depression, d e t y ,  and wlnerability. Those currentiy in both 

counselling and a support group and those receiving no clinical &ces scored moderately on the 

three variables. 

Second, path analysis indicated that Joseph et al.3 (1995) model did not fit the data 2 (9)  

= 24.8 1, .O 1 (see Figure 6). When altered on the b i s  of hypothesized modifications, 

modification indices generated by the staîistical program, and removal of noa-sigainaint ph, the 

model fit the data well Xd (1 3) = 13.4 1, p > -4 (see Figure 7). As hypothesized, one modification 

that improved the fit of the mode1 was the addition of a path fkom characteristics of the abuse to 

engagement of social support. In the rnodified model, the sign of the path fiom crisis support to 

appraisals indicated that increesed levels of crisis support were associated with dadaptive 

appraisals (i-e., self-blame). This relatiomhip is opposite to that propos& by Joseph et ai. (1995), 

where uicreased crisis support is proposed to lead to more adaptive appraisals, but is consistent with 

the second hypothesized modification to the model. When examineci as a single c o ~ ~ ~ t r i l ~ f ,  coping 

strategies was not fomd to significantly influence any other variables in the model. 



F W y ,  reiationships betwcen coping, appraisal, neuroticism and symptom subscales were 

evaIuated Iudividds who coped through cognitive avoidance, exnotional disch-, 

8ccept811ce/~goation, and logical anaiysis foiiowing abuse reportai more ment cognitions, 

negative emotional states, sexwi probiems, and somatic comp1aints. Increased sexual and somatic 

wmplaints, negative emotiod states, and event cognitions were 8ccornpgnied by d d  

depression, seIfansciousness, d e î y ,  vuindiiay, and impuIsivenessess In contrast those who 

engaged in Iess cognitive avoidance, sought Iess support firom 0th- and engaged in less problem 

solving behaviours reported fewer sexual or somatic complaints. Reduced symptomatology (i.e., 

event cognitions, negative emotiod states, somatic symptoms) was also associated with increased 

trait leweis of anxiety, depression, and vulnerabiiity and decreased impulsiveness. Impiidons of 

the fidings for assessment and therapeutic interventions and for fuhne research were explonxi 



htroduction 

S e d  abuse has been iden&ed by the American Psycbiatric Association's Diagnostic 

and Statist ïd hAanuaI of Mental Disorda, f o d  edition, @SM-IV, APA, 1994) as a traumatic 

stressor which is capable of precipitating P-c Stress Disorder (PTSD). PTSD is 

broadly understood as the development of characteristic sympt~ms foUowing exposure to an 

extreme stressor &ch include re-experiencing ofthe traumatic stressor, avoidance of stimuli 

associated with the stressor, g e n d  numbing of responsiveness, and increased arousal. 

However, not aU individuah who are sexuaily abuseci wiU develop the clinid symptoms 

associated with PTSD (Kiser, et al., 199 1 ; O'NieI & Gupta, 199 1). This suggests that dthough 

e x p s u r e  to a traumatic event such as sexual abuse is, by definition, a necessary etiological 

f-r in the onset of PTSD, a history of s e 4  abuse is not sufficient 

As a growing number of abuse survivors seek therapeutic services, it becornes 

increasingiy important for mental heaith professionais ta understand the f-rs which influence 

response to s e x d  abuse in order to determine what therapeutic interventions will aid recovery 

most effectvely. Due to this uicreasing importance, there has been growing interest in the 

development of models that attempt to iden* pychosocial fkctors that may mediate the eflects 

of sexual abuse and modemte its impact on mental hedth (e-g, Draucker, 1995; Wyatt, 

Newcomb, & No-, 199 1). The variables evaluated by many models are specific to s e 4  

abuse (e.g, rmucimum rapes per incident, sexual seffesteem). The specificity of these m d s  to 

the experience of sexual abuse implies tbat psychosocial facfors which mediate and moderate 

coping and symptom development following s e d  abuse differ f b m  those f8~fors which 

mediate and moderate wping and symptorn deve10pment following other traumatic events (e.g-, 



naanaI disastem). There is no conclusive empirical evidence to support this implication Also. 

the variables incIuded in abuse specinc models do not lend thmlves to modification through 

d i n i d  interventions. For exampIe, number of rapes per abuse incident cannot be modifieci 

thn,ugh clinid interventions and, therefore, is not a usefiil target for cliaical intewention. 

Further, abuse specific models are unable to explain the mechRnimns by which treaûnents of 

PTSD achieve their positive effects (e.g, eiqw>surc therapy). By sramuiing models h s d  withb 

a bruader conceptualizaton of traumatic stress, the process of coping and symptom developrnent 

more applicabie to planning chical interventions. 

Joseph, et al.3 (1995) integmtive mgnitive-behavioural mode1 of response to traumatic 

stress Uicludes variables that may be reiïably m e d  and lend themselves to modification 

through cIUucal intexvention (e.g., coping strategies, event appraisais) (see Figure 1). As a model 

of PTSD whkh is uot specinc to a particda type of traumatic event, Joseph et al.% (1995) 

model places reactions to se- abuse withui the broader context of s?ress and coping. Factors 

included in Joseph et ai.3 (1995) model may be duable to assess, and may be useful to target 

during tfierapeutic intewentions. For example, cognitive therapists may target event appraisals or 

event cognitions for therapeutic intervention while bchavioudly orieated therapists may target 

coping skilIs. Joseph et aL's (1995) mode1 can also be used to explain the mecharïisms by which 

clinid interventions achieve their effects For example, the positive effects of exposure therapy 

have been explallied by Joseph et al. (1995) as providing patients with information that ailows 

them ta reappraise the meaning of the traumatic event Accordhg to Joseph et al. 's (1 995) 



mode4 this reappraisal of the troilnnatic event may Iead to positive therapeutic change through 

increasing implementation of coping strategies and engagement of crisis support 

Despite its strong empiricai underpinnings and apparent clinid utifity, due to its nemess, 

Joseph et aI.3 (1995) model has not been empiridy evaluated as  a who1e. Those evaluations 

which have taken place have, to dete, ken limited to discrefe portions of the model, and have 

been evaluated in refefence to only one whort (i-e., survivors of the Kerald of Free Enterprise 

disester) (e-g, Joseph, DaIgleish, Thtasher, Yule, Williams, & H-n, 1996). 

The primary pupose of this investigation was the examination of Joseph et al. 's (1 995) 

model when applied to a popdation of f d e  sexual abuse swivors. Path analysis was used to 

eduate the overail fit of the mode1 t~ the data, as weIl as the strength and direction of 

interrelsrtionships between model variables. Two modifications to Joseph et d. 's (1995) mode;, 

based on the iiterature regarding sexual abuse and PTSD, were hypothesized. 

First, in their discussion of crisis support, Joseph et al. (1995) note the general agreement 

in the Merature that greater availability of social support is predictive: of reduced rates of PTSD 

symptomaf01ogy (e.g, Jones & Barlow, 1990; Solomon, 1986). However, sorne traumatic 

events, Iike sexual abuse, can be stigmatizïng and elicit shunning or avoidance respoIlSeS by 

members of the social support network (Wortman & Lehrnan, 1985). In addition, due to the 

stigmatiang nature of s e d  abuse, victirns may fail to engage socid supports, preventing 

support systems from assishag them in deaiing with the trauma. Shunning and avoidance by the 

support network, aad fadure to engage the network may be particdariy evident where the abuser 

is known to the survivor as this msy result in increased efforts to deny or hide the occurrence of 

the abuse (Meichenbaum, 1994). Lylyk (1994), noted that 88.8% of perpetraton are known to 



their victims. It was, therefore, hypothesized that for f d e  SUMvors of s e d  abuse, inmasai 

ayailability of informai crisis sqqhrt may not resuIt in the initiation of adaptive coping 

strategies and event appraisals. 

Second, Joseph et al. (1995) indicate that the characteristics of a tmmafic event wiU 

have a direct effkct on only one variable, event cognitions. However, it hss been found (e-g, 

Meichenba- 1994; Pamt & Bechhofer, 199 1) that some aspects of semai abuse scenarios 

influence other variables presented in Joseph et d.'s (1995) modeI. Specifidy, engagement of 

social support has been iinked to amount of force used by the -or. As indicated by Wyatt 

et al. (199 l), increasing levels of force used by a perpetrator is s igni f ïdy related to 

incceasingly negative reactions of 0th- to the victim when sexuai abuse is disclosed Thus, the 

addition of a path fiom ment stimuli to crisis support is proposeci- 

In addition to empirid duation of Joseph et aL7s (1995) model, the present study also 

included an exammxh . . 
on of the effects of age, ethnicity, counselling status, and relationship to 

the perpetrator on the process of coping and symptom development following s e 4  abuse. 

Furthemore, the interrelationships between specinc coping, event appraisal, and personality 

subscales and symptom outcorne were examined The primary purpose of these components of 

the study was to identify ciifferences between groups and in responses to sexual abuse which 

wuld be applied to detennining how to optimize dinical interventions. . 



Literature Rewiew 

Although the tnie prevdence of sexual abuse is unknown, some researchers suggest that 

a signifiant proportion of women in today's society have experienced the trauma of sexual 

abuse (eg ,  Gdey .  198 1.1989; Pence & Paymar, 1986). "More than 34 million (American) 

women have expezïenced some type of crime drtriag their lifetirne, with more than 12 million 

eXpenencing a complete rape. and neady 10 million experiencing serious physical a s d t "  

(Hansen & Harway7 1993, p.9). In generai medical practice, sex therapy, and institutionai 

psychiatry. it is estimated thaî 25%.50%, and 5 1% of women, respectively, disclose a history of 

sexual abuse (Crabe, Hensen, Coliiver, & MacLean, 1988). 

Given the predvalencx of sexuai abuse. sexual abuse siwivors 

single group of PTSD sufferers (Foa, Steketee. & Rothbaum, 1989). 

may wnstitute the largest 

While sexuaI abuse has 

been related to a number of clinical problems, including suicidai ideatïon (e-g., Resnick & 

Newton, 1992), eahing disorders and self-mutilation (Briere Bt Rmtz, 1993), addictive 

behaviom (Cameron, 1994), poor social adjustment and depression and anxiety (Briere & 

Runtz, 1993). low seffesteem (Jehu, 1989). and so d o n  (Gelinas. 19'83). the proportion of  

sexuaI abuse survivors developing clinicai symptoms of PTSD is estimated at only 50% (Kiser et 

al., 199 1). In populations of sexuai abuse siaivors referred for psychiatrie examination, 

estimated prevdence of  PTSD nses to 73% (O'Neil & Gupta, 1991). Thus, although exposure 

to a traumatic stressor such as sexual abuse is, by definition, necessary in the etiology of  PTSD, 

there exkt large unexplained individual differences in the presence. chronicity and severity of 

PTSD symptomatology following &use. The evidence would therefore suggest that 

experiencing sexuai abuse is not suffIcient to cause PTSD symptomritnlogy. 



As a growing number of survivors seek therapeutic Services to aid in recovery h m  the 

trauma ofsexuaî abuse, it becomes increasingly important for mental heaith professional to 

identify f-rs *ch contribute to individuai differences in reactiom to s e 4  abuse and to 

detemine what thefapeutic interventions wiU be of gmtest benefit in aiding recovery 

(Dmucker7 1995). For this mson, there has been growing interest in the development of models 

that attempt to identify psychosocid factors that may mediate the effects of sexual abuse and 

moderate its impact on mental heaith (e.g, Jones & Barlow, 1990; Solomon, 1986; Wfiarns, 

Joseph, & Yule, 1993). 

Models of Remonse to Semial Abuse 

One mode1 that identifies psychosocial factors that mediate and moderate the impact of 

sexud abuse on mental hdth  has been proposeci by Wyatt et al. (199 1 Xsee Figure 2). A 

mediator has been defined as king "generated in the encornter, and (it) changes the reiationship 

between the antecedent and the outcome variable" (Folkman & LaPinis, 1988, p.467). For 

example, coping arises during an encounter and transforms an individual's original reactions to a 

situation Moderators have been denned by FoiIunan and Lazanis (1988) as "antecedent 

conditions such as gender, socio-economic status, or pemnality traits that interact with other 

conditions in produchg an outcome" @.467). 

Wyatt et al. (199 1) performed a path nnalysis to empiricaily evaluate the 

interrelationships between modenitors and mediaton of women's reactions to sexual abuse. The 

variables included in the anaiysis were age of the victim at latest abuse, severity of abuse, 

maximum rapes per incident, proximity of the perpetrator to the victim (i.e., reiationship to the 

abuser), fesponse to wnfiding, involvement of authorities, and attribution of blame. As 6 1 % of 

suMvoa attributed blame for the abuse to something about themselves (e-g., mode of dress) , 



Fiaure 2. Wyatt et a h  (1 991) path mode1 of mediators and moderators of abuse. 
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this variable was labeled self-bame. Posmaumatic symptom outcome was measured as a 

dichotomous variable, either negative effécts or ndaptive lifeSfYIe change. 

The model presented by Wyatt et al. (1991) fit their data w e l l ( 2  (23, ~ 5 5 )  = 13-28, p = 

.95 with goodness-of-fit index = -86). SeKbIame for the abuse incident was significantly 

piedicîed fkom greater age at the time of most receat %buse and with greater severity of abuse 

(including multiple assauits and physicai force used). Supportive response to confiding was 

signindy predicted h m  lcss severe s e 4  abuse7 while involvement of ardhorities was not 

predicted reliably fiom any variabIe. Negative effécts of abuse were sipninc8tltIy predicted from 

self-blamc, incnased involvement of authonties, greater severity of abuse, and a -ter number 

of rapes per abuse incident. Adaptive lifesfyle change was predicted from older age at most 

recent abuse aad more distant proximity of the perpeaator to the victim. In ail, 39% of variance 

in negatïve effects and 22% of the variance in adaptive M i l l e  changes were 8ccounted for by 

variables included as cïrcumstances of the abuse and mediators. 

The model presented by Wyatt et al. ( 199 1) bas fiirthered research by providing empirical 

support of the infiuence of psychosocial fmors on the process of adaptafion foilowing sexual 

abuse. However, due to smaU sample size ( n = 55) Wyatt et ai. (1991) note that the nurnber of 

variables evaluated in their mode1 is fâr fewer than those suggested to influence outcorne in the 

literature on PTSD (e.g, Dutton, 1992; Joseph et al., 1995). In ternis of  the clinical utility of 

Wyatt et al. 's (1 99 1) hdings, it shouid be noted that only one of the proposeci mediators, self- 

blame, had a signiscant direct effect on outcorne. The remaining variables are considered 

circUmSf8flces of the abuse incident (i-e., severity of abuse, age at latest abuse, maximum rapes 

per incident, pmxiniity of perpetrator to victim). As descriptors of aspects of the abuse incident, 



these variables cannot be aitered through therapeutic intervention. Thus, the model's utility as a 

framework for plamiuig interventions is limaed 

A second model which attempted to identifjr f8Cfors which mediate and moderate the 

impact of s e d  abuse on mentai h d t h  has been developed by Draucker (1995) (see Figure 3). 

Draucker's (1995) mode1 is based in part upon Finkehor and Browne's (1985) model of 

chiIdhood sexual abuse in which powerlessness, b e t r a .  stigmatkfion, and traumatic 

sexualiprtion are said to inauence the impact of semai abuse on mentai hdth .  In Draucker's 

(1995) mode1 these four variables are included as exogenous, moderator variables. Mediators 

included in Draucker's (1995) model are deriveci fiom Taylor's (1983) theory of cognitive 

adaptation. Taylor (1983) identifieci three cognitive tasks which inauence coping, the -ch for 

meanhg attaining a sense of ma~fery, and the p'ocess of self-enhancementlsociaI cornparison. 

According to Draucker's (1 995) model, moderator variables of powdessness, betrayal, 

sti-on, and traumatic experience impact on mental health outcome variables of 

interpersonal vicaùnization, social introversion, guilt, and sexual self-esteern. This impact is 

mediated by the search for meaning, attainment of mastery, and self-enhancemenf/sociaI 

cornparin. In e x a m k g  the fit of the model 2 (33) = 68.59 was signifiant. The adjusted 

goodness of fit for the mode was 0.85. Both of these indices indicate a poor fit of the mode1 to 

the data. The total coefficient of determinaiion for the model was 0.158, indicating that the 

mode1 accounted for appximately 16% of the total variance- Due to the poor fit of the mode1 to 

the data, a revised mode1 was proposed by Draucker (1995Xsee Figure 4). 

The revised model examineci by Draucker (1995) incorporates a number of changes fkom 

the original model. These revisions include the elimination o f  two variables, social cornparison 

and sexual seffksteem The dependent Vanable sexual self-esteem was droppexi from the mode1 



Fiaure 3. Drauckefs (1995) original causal model of response to abuse. 
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! Fbure 4. Drauckefs (1995) revised causal mode! of response to abuse. 
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due to the low alpha coefficient (O. 12) calcuiated for the sample. The mediating variable, social 

cornparison, was dropped h m  the modei as it was not found to relate sigaincantly to any of the 

moderator or dependent evaluated In examining the original mode& Draucker 

perfomed her anaiyses using LISREL 7.0 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1989). In evaiuating models 

LISREL 7.0 provides modifIcaîion indices which alIow the imrestigator to determine which non- 

estimateci ph, if included in the model, would maximally improve the fit of the mode1 to the 

data Modification indices in Draucker's (1995) anaiysis d t e d  in the addition of patb 

between mastery and aLl remaining &pendent variables (Le., interpersonal vidnhtion, social 

introversion, and guilt). Although accomplishment ofthe mastery task is most closely reflecfed 

in the degree of victimization experienced by a sexual abuse survivor, the addition of these paths 

is supporteci on a theoretical level by TayIor (1983), who noted that accomplishing cognitive 

mastery may result in improvement of several areas of firnctioning. For Draucker's (1995) 

revised modd 9 (13) = 18.94, p = 0.125, indicatuig a good fit of the revised model to the data 

nie adjusted goodfless-of-fit (0.9 1) was ody slightly improved in the revised model, but did 

indicaie that the revised model and the data were congruent The total coefficient of 

determination for the revised model was 0.146, indicaihg that the mode1 accounted for 

approximately 15% of the total variance. 

While Draucker's (1995) revised mode1 fit the data, it accounted for ody 15% of the 

total variance. This would indicate that the mode1 is unsrhle to account for a signifiant 

proportion of individual variation in response to sexual abuse. In addition, the four independent 

variables (Le., powerlessness, betrayal, stigmatization, and traumatic sexuaiization) and the three 

cognitive wping tasks (i.e., mastery, meanhg and social cornparison) were each assesseci using 

a relatively s d l  number of items (i.e., 3 - 5 items). Alpha coefficients for these variables 



ranged h m  0.32 to 0.76, iidicating modesi internai consistency- This poor intemal consistency 

reflects the lack of adequate measures for these variables. Lacking adequate measrires, thk 

model cannot act as a reliable guide in 8ssessing important aspects of abuse and coping, 

targeting chicai interventions, or tracking pmgress fo110wing intervention, In addition, 

rneasures avadable to assess abuse-specific variables in the models of Wyatt et al. (1992) and 

Draucker (1995) do not possess muaie reliability. Reliability is important to the clinical utility 

of a variable as it refers to the stabiiity or oonsistency with which t&at variable is measiirsd Ifa 

variabIe canot be comistently measured, it is dikely that the variable can be used effectively 

ta predict individual differences in response to sexual abuse or to target intexventions. 

Even if reliabie measures were available, the clinid utility of the miables preseated in 

Drauckefs (1995) mode1 is questionable. Specifically, in presenting the m&l, no attempt is 

made to provide expldons for empiricai Euidings regarding effective treaûnents of 

posttrriumatic ~ o n s .  For example, there is cvidence for the efficacy of exposure therapy with 

anxiety disorders (Foa, Rothbaurn, Riggs, & Murdo& 199 1). Exposure therapy bas been 

descnii  by Martin and Pear (1992) as a therapeuîic technique that requins the patient to 

enCounter the actuai feared situation eîther in vivo or in imagination and remain in that situation 

for long periods of the. Exposure therapy is cunently a widely used matment for PTSD 

(Keane & Kouipek. 1982; Richards & Rose, 1991). The variables containeci within Draucker's 

(1995) model are not clearly applicable to the explanaiion of rnecbsm(s) by which exposure 

therapy achieves its positive eEects. 

The rnodels of Wyatt et al. (1991) and Draucker (1995), which evaluate psychosocial 

factors hypothesized to mediate the effects of sexual abuse and moderate its impact on mental 

health, are specinc to the experience of s e d  abuse (e-g-, maximum rapes per incident, sexuai 



seIf-estee111). The speciflcity of these models to the experience of sexuaI abuse would imply that 

the process of coping foiIowing sexuai abuse diffkrs h m  the process of wping following other 

t m d c  events (e.g, naturd ciïsastcrs). WhiIe situationai fiicton do 8ccount for some of the 

variance in outcorne following s e d  abuse this effect is in part mediated by m*abIes such as 

social support, coping straîegies, and appraisals which are believed to play the same mediationaI 

roies foIlowing al1 types of trauma (Foy, 1992; Meichenbaum, 1994). There is little empirical 

evidence to support the view that thatc(inerent types of tnumiatic experiences WU initiate M e m t  

~Pingpfocesses- 

Also, the variables themse1ves are not easiiy applicable to the planning of interventions. 

Therapeutic Uitewentions cannot alter fisctors such as involvement of authorities, victim age 

during the most receat abuse incident, or response of sipnincant others to disdo-. 

Furthemore, previous models are unable to explain the mechanisms by which treatments of 

PTSD achieve their positive effects. For example, variabfes presented in the models of Wyatt et 

ai. (1991) and Draucker (1995) (i-e., meaning, social cornparison, attributions) Q not [end 

themselves to the e x p l d o n  of the positive e f f i  foimd in the application of exposure 

therapy. A logical alternative to examining abuse specinc modds of PTSD is to examine sexud 

abuse in the contact of PTSD models based within a broader conceptuaiization of stress and 

wping. By examining PTSD in this miurner, the process of coping foflowing sexual abuse may 

be vie& as the same pocess of wping folIowing other t r a d c  events (e-g, naturaI 

disuters). In addition, models based within a broader conceptualization of stress and coping 

include variables which are not specific to a particular type of t r a d c  event 



stress and Coping 

Stress has been defined as the body's physiologicai, emotiod, behavioural, and 

cognitive reaction to a siressor (Selye, 1985). A stressor is any situation, demand, or 

circumstance which requires thr body to make an adaptaûon or adjustment in order to amintain 

equiIi1,rium (Selye, 1985). Coping has been descricbed by themis& as an attempt to maintain 

homeostasis or enhance the fit between person mi environment (French, Rodgerq & Cobb, 

1974), or as an aüempt to meet enviromentai demands to p e n t  negative consequences 

(Lezanis & Foumian, 1984). Lazarus and Follrman (1984) &fie wping as "collstanfly changing 

cognitive d behavioural efforts to manage specific external andior intenial dernands that are 

appraised as taxing or exceeding the resources of the person" (p. 141). This &finition implies 

that coping may wmist of a number of adjustments made either simuftaneously or sequentialiy 

which excludes habitual or automatic adjwtments to the requirernents of daily living. 

The stress-coping respo~l~e process is ofhm described in temns of Selye's (1985) General 

Adaptation Syndrome (GAS). According to the GAS th-, when an organism encounters a 

stressor it responds in three consecutive phases: alarm, resistance, and exhaution. In the alarm 

phase, the stressor is recognized and the body prepares physiologically for a response. This 

preparation results in increased heart rate, b l d  sugar levels and blood pressure and decreases in 

the d v i t y  of other body systems (e-g-, digestion). During this phase an individual's attention is 

concentrated on the immediate situation and intense feelings of anger and fear may be evoked 

(Davidson & Baum, 1985). These changes in arousal, attention, M o n ,  and motion are 

wnsidered normal and adaptive responses &ch mobilize the person to resist through either 

fight or fl ight responses. Simifarly, during traurnatic events, physiological respooses associated 



with Selye's (1985) aiann stage are present inciuding heightened or decnased perception, 

increased heart rate, rapid breathin& ïncreased perspiration, and heighmed muscie tone (e-g, 

Selye, 1985; Snelgrove, 1992). Emotionai d o n s  typidy include intense fw, anrciety, 

shock, horror, anger, denial, disbelief, helplessness, hopelessness, vuherability, and isolation 

( S e l i m  Abramson, Semmel, & von m e r ,  1979; Snelgrove, 1992). 

In the resistance phase, the body attempts to retlrm to a state of eqrnlibrium t h u g h  Ge 

impIementation of wpbg strategies. If an individual Iacks the resources ne<.Rssary to overcome 

a stressor and regain eqdicbrium, the third phase of respo~lse, exhaustion, is reached When the 
' 

dqtive resources of an individuai are ex& or âepleted, the human system of seWkiefeiise 

becornes overwhelmed and disorganized (Selye, 1985). H;aving been inefféctve in protecting the 

individd nom the threat, componénts of the ordinary response to stress rnay persist, as ifthe 

danger might retum at any moment (Horowitz, 1986). In this state equilt'brium is not restored 

and a the body remains continualIy aiert for danger (Hermm, 1992). Ifthis is the case, an 

individual may exhibit symptoms which are charecteristic of PTSD, such as an exaggerated 

stade response to unexpected stimuli, as well as intense d o n s  to stimuli specinc to the 

stressfbl event (McFarIane, Weber, & Clark, 1993). hcreased musal p i s t s  in both waking 

and sleeping &tes, resuiting in numerous types of sieep di-ce such as onset inSomnia, 

sensitivity to noise, and muent night wBkings (Shore, Tatum, & Vober,  1986). There is also 

evidence that the intrusive and avoidant phenornenon commonly associated with PTSD may be 

present, though less extreme, in normal responses to stress (BIank, 1993). When examinecl in 

this light, posttraumatic stress reactions may be viewed as  a natural outcome of exposure to any 

stressor *ch exceeds an imüvidd's wping c8p8city. In other words, posttraumatic d o n s  

are an exfreme within the normal stress-coping continuum, 



ModeIs ofPTSD 

One of the eariiest models of posmarnaatic stress and coping was proposed by Kilpîrick. 

Veronen, and Resnick (1 979). KiIpiitrick et ai.% (1979) mode1 was based on Momr's (1947) 

two-fiador l d g  theory, hypothesipng that both classicai and openint conditioning are 

essentid to the development and continuation of fear in response to cves associated with the 

traumatic ewent The avoidance of fear provoking stimuli was thought to be strengthened througb 

ne@ve reinforcement (i-e., fear reduction). Perpetuation and genetalization of the fear response 

were thought to occur as a resdt of stimulus geneTBli28tion and higher order conditioning. 

FoiIowing Kilpatrick et al. (1979), modeIs of  PTSD focused on the mediational roles of 

information processing and copnitioa Horowitz (1986), in his information processing model of a 

normal stress response, proposed that r e a c t i ~ ~  to trauma are mediateci by sensory, perceptual, 

and cognitive processing of the traumatic went Horowitz (1986) assumed that when an cvent 

falls outside normal human e>cperience (e-g, ~armiatic events), information about that event is 

held in short-tenn memory. Posttrarimatc stress reactions were concqmdkd as the mind's 

attempt to grasp, organize, process, and integrab overwhelming stimuli. Due to the 

overwhelming nature of the stimuii presented during traumatic events, it wouid foIIow that in 

order to maintain equiiiirium, processing of stimuli must occur in srnail. discrete p h .  This 

fom of processing is reflected in what Horowitz (1986) identifid as the mind's compulsive 

repetition of mernories (e-g., fiashbacks, nightmares) followed by periods of denid or 

withdrawai from those memones. Horowik's (1986) mode1 accounts for the intrusions and 

avoidance commonly experienced by PTSD sufferers. However, this model assumes that 

individuals who experience a traumafic event wili, at some pin& attempt to grasp? o r e ,  

process, and integrate the overwhelming stimuli in small chimls, inevitably d t i n g  in re- 



experiencing and avoidance. This mode4 also assumes that these attempts wiU result in re- 

experïencing and avoidance of stimdi associated with the event. As such, Horowitz's (1986) 

mode1 cannot account for individud in the seventy and chronicity of PTSD symptoms, 

or for those individuals who experience trauma yet do aot eXpenence the primary symptom of 

PTSD (Le., re-experiencing the ment and avoidance of event related stimuli). 

In contrast to Horowitz's (1986) information processiag model, cognitive mediator models 

commonly emphaske the amount of threat perœived by the victim, and the extent to which the 

experience of trauma influences an individual's beliefs about hidher ab- to @ct and 

controi events (e-g, Foa, Steketee, Bt Rothbaum, 1989; Jones & Barlow. 1990). Also 

emphasized are causal attniutiom (i-e., who or whet do trauma siwivors i&nm as the cause of 

the tmmatic event), and the meinhg attniuîed to the trauma and its outcornes (e-g, LaPinis & 

Foikman, 1984; Lazanis & Foiktnan, 1988; Veronen, & Kilpatrick, 1983; Janoff-Bulmaq 1985). 

For exampIe. Foa et al. (1989) focus their cognitive mediational modd on the roIe of 

cognitive mernory structures. They propose that effective coping following trauma requires that 

cognitive memory structures k modined through the emotional processing of fear. Structures to 

be modified inclde cognitive representatious of stünuii k m  the ffear provobg situation (e.g., 

nightmms, flashbacks), responses to the fear provoking situation, and the meaning assigned to 

that situation- in order for successfid emotional processiag to occur, the individua17s fear must 

nrSt be activateci through exposure to stimuli associated with the feared situation. Foa et al. 

(1989) proposed that once this network was activateci, the structures to be modifieci could be 

refuted, and thereby altered by the introduction of aew information which contradict the fear 

response- 



These tw*ktor, i d o ~ o n  procashg and cognitive mediatiod modeis of cuping 

foflowing trsinnatic events are focused on specinc aspects of an individual's response to 

t r a d c  stress- The narrowness of this focus restricts the abiIity of these modeis to expiain 

individual variation in response to îmmatic stress- Current theoretical perspectives utïlize more 

comprehensive rnodels tliat implicate a wide range of persod, cognitive, social, and 

e n v i r o m d  mors as mediators and moderators of individual's reactions to trauma, This 

more comprehensive focus also inciudes th& may be of great clinid utility. For 

example, one comprehensive mode1 of PTSD which codd be applied to the sdudy of se& 

abuse survivors is the integratve cognitivebehaviod modd of adaptation to traumatic stress 

proposed by Joseph et al. (1995) (see Figure 1)- 

Jose~h Williams. and Yule's (1995) Modd 

In their integrative cognitive behavioriral mode1 of adaptation to traumatic stressors, 

Joseph et al. (1995) attribute individuai variation to a wmplex interaction between f i e  

components beiieved to contribute to event cognitions (e.g, nightmares, flashbacks) and 

negative emotiond states following trauma In total there are sevem wmponents to the mode. 

These components incIude two moderator variables (event stimuli and personaiity), and five 

mediator variables (event cognitions, event appraisais, coping strategies, emotional states, and 

- .  
crisis support). The discussion that follows begins with an examination of each cornponent of 

Joseph et A ' s  (1995) modd and its relation to existing Iiteratrue on PTSD and sexual abuse. 

This wili be fofIowed by a description of the interreIationsbips between variables that have beeri 

proposed by Joseph et al. (1995). 



Moderator Variables 

Event Stimuli. Joseph, et al. (1995) propose that traumatic events present an individuai 

with stimuli that give rise to e-e emotionai arousal. A number of invesîigaîions have 

examinai the rdationship between specinc aspects of the sexuai abuse event and symptom 

outcorne. For example, ElIis, Atekeson, and Calhoun (1981) fotmd that sexual abuse experiences 

which were Ïncreasiagiy sudden and for&& a d  which involved multiple pqxtmtors led to 

increased victim reports of fcar, depressiou, fhtigue, and difnculty relating socidy to men In a 

simiiar investigation Kilpatrick, Saunders, Amick-McMulen, Besf Veronen, and Resick (1989) 

found thst when s e 4  abuse involves ôoth physicaI injury and threat to life, the rate of PTSD 

diagnosis was 78.6% (N = 391), as wmpared to 5OOA across ai.I sexuai abuse scenarios. 

Similar1y, Meichenbaum (1994) and Neumann, Gailers, and Foy (1989) fotmd that increased 

nuutber of exposures to s e d  abuse and increased number of m o r s  were positiveiy 

related to increases in PTSD symptomatology. It appears then, that there is sufficient evidence 

for the inclusion ofevent stimuli as a modifier of the process of coping and symptom 

development foliowing sexual abuse. 

Personaiitv. A variety of personality variables have been posited as modifiers of 

VUlflerabi1ity/susceptiiility to PTSD symptomatology following sexual assauit. These variables 

include neuroticism, mastcry, cornpetence, fatalism, and heipless~less (e-g., Dean & Ensel, 1982; 

Wheaton, 1982). Though Joseph et aL7s (1995) mode1 includes the variable 'pemnality' as a 

single construct one aspect of persodity, neuroticism, is ofpticuiar interest due to its impact 

on an individuai's response to stress. 



Measures of chronic d e t y ,  depression, nervousness, mmoodiness, hostility, VUlIIerability, 

seff-~~LlSCio~~~less, and hypochondriasis aiI converge on this g e n d  persondty fàctor, which is 

most g e n d y  descn i i  as a contmuum fiom emdona.i stability to motional hshbility- 

NemtiiciSm bas been defined as the predisposition to expexience negative afféctive states such 

as anxïety, anger, depression, and other cognitive and behaviod mruiifeSf8fions of emotional 

instability (McCnie & Costa, 1989). Costa and McCrae (1992) expandeci on this definition by 

staîiug that nemticism "includes more than suscep$'bility to psychological distress...men and 

women high in neumticism are also prone to have irratioad ideas, to be less able to control their 

impulses, and to cope more poorly than others with stressn (p. 14). Bolger (1990) confiirmed that 

neurotickn is an index of vulnerability to stress. Given that individUItlS high in neuroticisrn cope 

more poorly with stress, and given that PTSD is an extreme on the continuum of normal 

reactions to stress (Selye, 1985), it would follow that neuroticism may moderate an individual's 

wlnefability/sUSCePff'biIity to PTSD symptomatology foIlowing sexual assault 

Mediator Variables 

Event Comitions. While numemus treatment studies have examifled event cognitions 

(i-e., flashbacks, nightmares) as an outcorne variable, Iittle experimental Iiterature has been 

generated about the role of event cognitions as an aspect of cognitive processing of traiunatic 

idormation. As previously describeci by Horowitz (1986), traumaîic events must be processed in 

small and discrete portions that allow the individual to maintain equilibrium Processing of event 

stimuli as event cognitions is generally thought to take the fom of intrusive thoughts, emotioos, 

and behaviom (Hemiaq 1992; Joseph et al., 1995). These intrusions are said to occur with al1 

the vividness and ernotional force of the original event including soumis, sights, srnelis, tastes, 

and tactile experiences (lanoff-Bdman, 1985). Thus, event cognitions mediate coping and 



symptom development through their role in processing of trauma relateci stimuli. 

In accordance with the view &pou& by Horowitz (1986), Joseph et al . (1995) propose 

that "a tmdc event presents an individuai with stimuli which, as perœived at the the, gives 

rise to extreme emotional arousaI but which m o t  be immediately processed" (p.5 17). Due to 

their salience to the individual and to the Aifflculties presented by easy assimilation, the 

i c o n i J ~ l l ~ ~ r y  representsttiom of event stimuli are held in immediate memory. These iconic 

r e p ~ o n s ,  or 'event cognitions', provide the basis for reexperiencing phenornenon or 

intrusive recoilections of the tnwmatic event (i-e., flashbacks, intnisive thoughts, nightmares) 

which are a core feature of PTSD. 

Event Amraisals. Lazarus and F0ikma.n (1984) differentiate between two Ievels of event 

appraisals. Primary appraisak involve an assessment of the stressor where as secondary 

appraisafs involve an estimation of personai resources available in which to ded with the 

stressor. As stated by Joseph et al. (1995) in their discussion of appraisal factors, "One important 

aspect of appraisal is causai attributiony' b.520). In the present study, primary appraisals of the 

event, specincally the individuaiYs apprai-sals of cause regarding the event, will be exaLnined 

According to attribution theory people have a basic need to explain events, pdcularly 

events wfiich are unwual, unexpected, or unwanted (Weiner, 1985). An individual can be said to 

attrïiute the cause of an event to either external or i n t e d  Wrs. Persons who attniute the 

cause of an event to extemal faors believe that their experiences and the outcornes of those 

experienccs are due to chance or the actions of others, rather than their own actions or abilities. 

Persons who atbibute the cause ofan event to internai facfors believe that their experiences 

occm in response to their own actions. The actions of others towards them are, therefore, 

contingent upoa their own cbaracteristics or actions. 

- 



In refèrence to PTSD, research indiates that more htemai, gioki, and stable causai 

attriiutions of ûaimiatic wents are associd with more depressive, amiou aml intrusive 

symptomstnlogy up to two years foliowing that ment (Joseph Brewin, Yde, & Williams, 199 1, 

1993). More specifidy, in examinuig the developnent of FTSD symptoms foliowing senial 

abuse, Wyatt a al. (1991) found that 65% (a = 55) of f d e  abuse survivors made intemal 

attrtiutions about the abuse event. The relatiomhip between internai locus ofcontrol and 

negaiive outcorne was signincant (r = 0.24, p < 0.0 1). It wodd folIow that intenial, stable, and 

g l W  went at&ricbution/appraisals wiii impact on the coping process to produce greater levels of 

PTSD symptomatnlogy. 

&Dine: Striateees. Coping nsponse tendencies have been implicated in the development, 

mahtenance, and exacerbation of a variety of emotiod and mediai disorders (BUings & 

Mm, 1984; FoUanan & L a m ,  1986,1988). While the mechaaisms through which coping 

sîrategies operate have not been cleariy defïned, few wodd deny theû importance in reducing 

anxiety and subjective distress foUowing exposure to tramtic events (e.g., Bowker, 1983; 

FolLman & Lazanis, 1986,1988). 

When examining coping strategies, investigators t y p i d y  difZerentiate between problem- 

focused or "approach" coping (e.g, channeilhg resources toward solving the problem) and 

emotion-focused or "avoidant" coping (e.g., denid, regdating emotions) (e-g., Foikrnan & 

Lazanis 1985; Moos, 1993). Research indiates that individds who do not use problem-focused 

or "approach" coping strate@= are more likely to experience psych01ogical problems. This 

effect occurs regardess of the extent to wbich emotion-foc& "avoidance" coping strategies 

are used (Rosenberg, Peterson & Hayes, 1987). A number of investigators have found that 

greater reliance on emotion-focused coping strategies and distracthg techniques were associated 



with more severe PTSD sympto~10gy  (e.g, Solomon, Mkdincer, & Flum, 1988; Cohen, & 

Roth, 1987, Nem & Carnede, 1987). 

EmotionaI States- Theorists who propose tbat processing of event stimuli occurs in 

discrete phases have dram attention to the multiple emotional states experienced folIowing 

trauma Although fear and have been emphasizcd by some theorists (e-g, F a  et al., 

1989), PTSD is not synonymous with these emotions A much broader range of negaîive 

exnotions is likely to be felt by survivors, including grief, horror, s b k ,  vulnerability, rage, 

mger, shame, and Mt (Snelpve, 1992). Lt has been hypothesized that traumatic and 

stigmatizhg events such as sexuaf abuse are piimcularly Urely to elicit emotions of shame and 

@t (Snelgrove, 1 W2). 

As with other espects of traumatic stress, the emotiod states which result from trauma 

are considered to be outside the range of ordiruiry emotional experience. Furtherm~re~ due to 

their overwhelming nature, these ernotional states are likely to deplete an individual's capacity 

to bear feelings (Hennan, 1992). resulting in exhadon and posttraumatic reaction (Selye, 

1985). This investigation will focus on emotional states experienced dinUig and immediately 

following the tniimiatic event However. it shuuid be noted that the emotional states which result 

f?om the experience of tnwma are not only eXpenenced during and immediately following the 

traumatic event, but also after the event as they continue to be elicited as  the survivor re- 

expenences the trauma as eveat cognitions. Thus, posttraumatic d o n s  are probably 

rnaintained over tirne. 

Crisis S u m r t  In accordance with Joseph, Andrews, Wilfiams and Yule ( l992), the 

term 'social suppori7 wiU be considered synonymous with the terrn 'crisis support'. The role of 

social support in protecting and rnaintainiog physical and psychofogical health has been well 



established across a varïety of  studies (e.g, AUoway & Bebbington, 1987; Cohen & WilIs, 1985; 

Thoits, 1982). However the specific mechanisms that accoimt for the e f f i  of social support on 

stress remah poody understood One of the reasons for confiision about the mechanisms linloing 

stressors, social support, and outcornes has been a lack of contextual specificity (Coyne, 1976). 

Studies which examine the moderating effécts of social support assess stressful life events ratha 

than situatiody de- stressors. Prior research bas also focused on tests of main or stress- 

buffemig effects of social support, rather than the formulation of specinc causal links (Quimer, 

GluecM,  & Jackson, 1990). While prior research indicates that social support is a moderator of 

an idhiduai's response to life ment stress (e.g, Cohen & Wills, I985), as a form of coping 

assistance engaged following a spedic situational stressor social support may act as a mediator, 

not a moderator- Empin'cal investi@oru of social support, as a form of coping assistance 

engaged following a specinc event, i n d i e  that social support is a mediator arising h m  the 

ment, not that of a preexisting moderator (e.g., Quitîner, et al. 1990). 

The role of social support as a rnediator of the coping process following s e d  abuse has 

been best descncbed using Lin and Ensel's (1984) support deterioration modei. According to this 

mode1 some traumatic events, such as semai abuse, elicit shuaning or avoidance by members of 

the social support network (Barrera, 1988). In addition to avoidance and shmmhg, traumatic 

and stigmatiPng events such as sexual assault might Iead members of a s d v o r s  social support 

network to respoad in ways that are not conducive to recovery (Wortman & Lehman, 1985). 

These d o n s  of the social support networks of sexual abuse survivoa are not necessarily 

intentional. Members of a survivor's social support network are affected by the survivofs 

trauma, whether or not they are mgniPrnt of the a c t d  due to the fact that usual pa- 

of interaction are signifimtly dtered (Remer & Elliok 1988). For example, if a woman who is 



usually out-gohg is raped while at a party7 a normal respoase to this tramatic event wodd be 

to avoid stimuli associateci with the meut This could involve avoidance of the house at *ch 

the rape occurred, avoidance ofsimilar 'party situations', and avoidance of individuais who 

attendeci the @yparty These avoidant fesponses would alter usual pattmis of interaction with the 

support network and Mply the withdrawal of previously available supports. 

Solomon and Smith (1994) note that as the number of supports available in an 

individuai's existing social support network increases, the probabiiity of individual members of 

the support network witb,&awing their support following trauma increases. In support of this 

statement, Green (1994) found that women who have a large number of avaüable social 

supports did most poorly in coping with a traumatic eXpenence. Poor copiog was found to be 

the result of the withdrawd of previously available supports. 

The reduced availability of social support to abuse suMvors is not necessarily due to 

withhwaf of social support by members of the social support network While a victim of s e d  

ab- may have an extensive number of firien&, relatives, or others in her social network, if the 

victim is not w i h g  to draw upon this social network (i.e., throua disclosure of the abuse), this 

support would not be engaged. Whetber due to withdrad of support by the members of a 

support network or refusal of a victim to engage supports7 the los of social support may result in 

increased incidence of psychologicd distress. 

Variable InterreIationships 

Based upon an extensive review of the fiterature Joseph, et ai. 's (1  995) integrative 

cognitive-behaviourai mode1 of response to tramatic stress proposes the existence of a wmplex 

pattern of interrelationships between mode1 variables. The starbing point of this mode1 is the 

experiencing of a tramatic event tbat presents the individual with event StùnWevent 

- 



charactenstics. Due to the salience of the event, these stimuli are held in immediate memory as 

ment c~gnitions (e.g, intnisive thoughts7 flachbaeks7 nighnnere~). As stated by Joseph et al. 

(1995) " Traumritic cognitions7 images* sounds, smeIIs, and tactile experiences wiii 

idiosynddy reflect the individual's prior m e n c e s  and the specïfic components of an 

evmt tht pnxmted the individual wîth the greatest subjective threat" @.SI 7). Event wgaitions 

are, therefore, moderated by bynai i ty  variabtes (i.e.. nemticism) a d o r  rept.esentations of 

@or experiences, and event stimuli. Event cognitions are then influend by M e r  cognitive 

acfivity calleci event appnüsats. Appraisals are cfistinguished fiom event cognitions as king 

thougfzts about the infofnt8fi.m depicted in ment wgniîions. The appraisal of event cognitiom is 

believed to be influenced by prior experiendpersonality. The occurrence of event wpitiom 

and appraisals are proposcd to elicit strong emotiod states whch are themselves subject to 

M e r  cognitive appraisals. AU of these b r s  (cognitions, appraisals, and emotional states) are 

said to activate attempts to wpe. One important element of coping identifïed by Joseph et al. 

(1995) is crisis support Joseph et a1.k (1995) model indicates that social support can influence 

amibutions, copinp and emotional States both directly anci through interaction k th  8ppfst1*ds. 

As preseated by Joseph et al. (1995) an individual exposai to trauma wiIi undergo 

repetitive cycles of intrusions and appraisals associateci with emotiod reappraisals and mphg. 

The result of these repetitive cycles is the occurrence of more intrusions (i-e., event cognitions) 

and appraïsais. Thus, the process of adaptation foilowing trauma occurs over tune. 

Despite its strong empuical underpinnings and apparent dinical utility, while discrete 

portions of Joseph, et aL7s (1995) model have been empiricaily examine& no alternpt has been 

made to empirically evaluate the model as a whole. In addition, those evaluatïons of discrete 

portions of the mode1 that have taken place have been limited to only one samp1e (i.e.. survivors 



of the Herald of Free Enterprise disaster) (e.g, Joseph, Dalgieish, Thrasher, Yule, Williams, & 

Hodgkinson, 1995). 

The Present Study 

The present investigation evaluafed Joseph et al.3 (1995) model as a whole, using path 

analysis to aialuate the interrelationships between model variab1es. This study goes beyond the 

sarnple used in the conception of the modd to extended its generalhbiility t h u g h  application 

to a sarnple of fernale sexuai abuse ~ O C S .  The abiIity ofthe model to accotmt for individual 

variation in response! to se- abuse mis examine though indices of goochess of fit generated by 

the statistcal software package LISREL 7.0 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1988). While Joseph et al. 

(1995) posit relationships between model variabIes, the litenitrne on femaie SuTVivors of s e 4  

abuse contradicts two of these reIatiomhips. Therefore, in i n g  to the development of theory 

regarding response and PTSD symptom development following s e d  abuse, this study goes 

beyond Joseph et da's (1995) model by hypothesizuig two alterations to the mode[. 

First, it was hypothesized that for f d e  sdvors  of sexual assadt, increased 

aV8iIabiIity of crisis support (i.e., social support folfowing crisis) may not resuit in initiation of 

adaptive coping strategies and event appraisals. In their discussion of crisis support, Joseph et al. 

(1995) note the generai agreement in the literature that greater adability of aisis support is 

predictive of redud rates of  FTSD symptomatology (e.g, Jones & Barlow, 1990; Solomon, 

1986). Therefo~~  Joseph et al.3 (1995) mode1 indicates that i n d  crisis support will result 

in the initiation of more adaptive wping strategies and appraisals. However, some traumatic 

events, such as s e 4  abuse can be stigmatizing and elicit shunning or avoidance cesponses by 

members of the support network (Wattman & Lehman, 1985). Thmefore, as the number of 

supports accessed uicreases, the greater the likelihood t&at some or al1 of these support may react 



negatively. The second hypothesized modification to Joseph et aL7s (1995) mode1 was the 

addition of a path h m  event stimuli to crisis support Joseph et al. (1995) indicate that the 

characteristics of a traumatic event wiIi have a direct effect on ody one van-able, event 

cognitions. However, some aspects of s e d  abuse scenarios are beiieved to have a direct 

innuence on other variables presented in the model. One ment chacteristic which has been 

linked to engagement of social support is amount of force used by the perpetrator. As i n d i 4  

by W m  Newcornb, and Notgrass (199 I), increasing level of force used by a pecpe6rator was 

si@cantly relateci to increasingIy negative Te8cfions ofothers to the disclosure of abuse. 

A second g d  of this sbudy was to examine the relationships between subsdes  of mode1 

variables. The importaoce of examhing relationships betwten subscaies was based on the 

ptential clinid utility of id- specifk coping strategies, event amsaIs, and 

neuroticism subtypes which are related to both positive and negative symptom outcornes- For 

example, in determining what therapeidic intewentions will be of gceatest benefit to a particular 

client, it is not enough to state that adaptive coping has a positive re1atiomhip with reduced 

PTSD symptomatoIogy (a relatiomhip which couid be identifieci through path analysis). In order 

to be clinidy wful in targcting interventions, specinc coping strategies which relate to both 

positive and negative symptom outcornes must be identifid Once identified, the presence of 

these wping strategia within a client's response repertoire codd be examined For example, if 

it were fomd that coping through cognitive avoidance is associateci with increased 

symptornatoiogy, and ifa piirticdar client were found to engage in high levels of cognitive 

avoidance, clinical interventions may be able to d u c e  symptomatology through reducing the 

individual's use of cognitive avoidance. In this way it wodd be possible for mental h d t h  

professiods to identifL those wping strategies which are hindering an individuai's recovery. 



Similady, it is important to id- those coping -es d o s e  ise is associateci with reduced 

symptomatoIogygy For example if3 k foumi that emotional expression is associated with 

reduced symptomatnfogy, chicai interventions wufd focus upon encoumghg and elicitiag 

emotional expression from those clients Who do not already use this copuig strategy.. 

Identiflcation of specifk aspects of neuroticism, and forms of event appraisafs which relate to 

positive and uegative symptom outcornes wuid be app1ied to the formulation of cl inid 

interventions in a similar fkshion. 

Particiwmts 

The selection of participants invoived contacting practitioners workllig with siarivors 

of sanial abuse from anoss the province of Ontario. A list of potentid practitioners was 

supplïed by the Ontario Women's Directorate. In order to ensure that the number of respoudents 

is adequk to the statistical analyses king perfomed , a totai of 1 150 survey packages were 

mailed to aisis centres dose staff members agrced to request voluntary client participation at 

the couuseUors' discretion. The d t i n g  m p f e  consisted o f  122 f e d e  survivors of sexuai 

abuse h m  across the province of Ontario, Canada Participants mged in age from 15 to 57 

years with a mean value o f  3 1.4 years. Seventy-nine respondents (64.75%) were Caucasiq 

while 39 (32.1%) were of Native Arnerican ancatry. Ofthe remaining 5 respondents, 3 were of 

f i a i n  decent and 2 reported Oriental ancestry. Education level of respondents ranged from 

completion of grade 8 to completion of a University degree. WhiIe the mean number of years of 

education completed was 1 1, the majority of respondents (53.2%) had comp1eted at least one 

year of University. At the time of response the major@ of fespondents were single (4 l.3%), 



while 36 (29.5%) were manieci, 20 (16.4%) were divorced, 8 (6.6%) were in cornmon-law 

relationships, 6 (4.9%) were separated, and 2 (1.6%) were widowed. 

Instruments 

Event Stimuli. The S e x d  Experience S w e y  (SES) (Koss & ûrso, 1982) is 

"designeci to reflect various degrees of s e d  aggression and victimipition-." (Koss & Gidycq 

1985, pp. 422). As stated by Meichenbaum (1994), the SES asesses not ody type of molestation 

or semai 8SS8UIf but the type of coercion or force used during an assault The SES contains 13 

items revised in 1985 to inmase ciarity and reflect greater degrees of s e d  aggression and 

- * victimizaton (see Appendk A). The 13 items are presented in yes-no fo- and are worîied to 

portray f d e  victimization and male aggression As this study focusexi on fernaie victims of 

s e d  abuse, this format was deëmed appriaîe. Typical of items is the following 'Tu 

reference to the abuse episode(s) have you ever had sexual intemurse when you didn't want to 

because a man threatened to use some de- ofphysicai force to make you?". Internai 

consistency of the items (Cronbach's alpha) was 0.74 (women) and 0.89 (men). Test-retest item 

agreement is 93%. 

Several additional items were sriministered to gather information abput specific aspects 

of the abuse scenario. Content of these items included the degree of relationship between the 

abuse s d v o r  and her abuser (e-g, parent, non-family member, stranger, sibling), location of 

the abuser, number of abuse episodes, length of abuse episodes, age of the victim when the most 

recent abuse occmed, number of  rapes per incident, time elapsed prior to seeking counseliïng, 

type of mental health services being received, and presence of suicida1 ideaîion and attempts (see 

Appendix B). 



Path analysis requires that miables be rated on a scde which d o m  for a range of 

scores. As the extent of force, coercion, and victunization increases with each SES item, 

par&icipants received a single score on the SES which is the sum of the item numbers of each 

positive response made. High scores on tlae SES i n d i e  higher degrees of victhization, 

coercion, and force, M e  low scores reflect r e d u d  degrees of victimization, coercion, and 

force. Additional items were coded so that high scores indicate a close relationship between 

victirn and abuser, a greater number of abuse episodes perpetrated over a greater Iength of tirne, 

a gmter number of rapes per abuse d o ,  reduced age at the time of the most recent abuse, 

mdjncreased time elapsed prior to counsehg. 

Nemtic Personalitv. Participaut levels of neuroticism were determined using those items 

specified for the neuroticism s d e  of the NE0 Pemonaiity hventory (NEO-PI), Fonn S (see 

Appendix C) (Costa & McCrae, 1992). The neuroticism factor is measured by the NEO-PI 

across six subscales of eight items each These subsdes include aoxiety, angry hostiiity, 

depression, self-consciousness, impulsiveness, and vulnerability. Aipha coefficients for each of 

these & d e s  with the overall neuroticism factor are 0.78,0.75,0.81,0.68,0.70, and 0.77 

respectively (Costa & McCrae, 1992). Selfireport measures on the neuroticisrn scale are 

significantIy correlateci with peer ratine on the same factor (r = 0.54, p < 0.05) (McCrae & 

Costa, 1989). Testgretest reliability for neuroticism is 0.87 (McCrae & Costa, 1983). 

Items of the neuroticism scale present the participant with a ststement (e-g., '7 am an 

even tempered person"). Participants respond to each item by indicating the extent to which they 

agree with that item. Possible responses to each item include: strongly agree, agree, neutral, 

disagree, and strongiy disagne. Scoring of each item ranges fiom O to 4 with a score of 4 

i n d i h g  a high level of neuroticism while a score of O indicates a low level of neuroticism. 

- 



Individuai items were summed to produce a score for each subscde, as weIi as an overd1 

neuroticism scale score. The maximum score obtainable on the neuroticism scale is 192 with 

higher scores refl d g  higher levels of neuroticism. 

Event A M . .  The term 'event appraisal' is often used synonymously with the tenn 

'ment attncbution'. Assessment of ment appraisais of c a d i t y  regularly involves use of the 

AmibutiodStyle Questionmire (ASQ)(Petemn, Semmel, von Bq-er, Ab-n, Metalsky, & 

Seiigman, 1982). The -4SQ is a sewreport measure of patienis of explanatory style (Peterson & 

Seligmas 1984), which is the tendency to select certain causaI explanations for good and bad 

events. Lt has been fomd that an individual WU -bute causality differentiy to good a d  bad 

events (Peterson & Seligman, 1982). Meaa internai consistency (Cronbachk alpha) of ASQ 

d e s  of Locus, Stabiiity, and Globality are moderate, mghg ingom 0.44 to 0.69. Due to the low 

interd consistency of these d e s ,  ASQ resuIts are usually summed to produœ a single score 

for good events and a single score for bad events. This combination of items into a composite 

score bolsters intemal wnsistency to 0.75 and 0.71 for good and bad events, respedvely. Test- 

retest reliability of the ASQ indicates that amibutionai style for both good and bad events is a 

stable aspect of fiinctioning over a period of 4 to 5 weeks (Peterson, Sernmel, von Baeyer, 

Abramson, Metaisky, & Seligrnan, 1982). The construct validity of the ASQ has also bzen 

demonstrated in relation to the spontaneous generation of attributions and to theoretid 

symptomatology of depression (Peterson et al., 1982; Seligman, Abramson, Semmel, & von 

Baeyer, 1979). 

As no fornial assesment of amibutioaal style in relation to s e d  abuse/assault is yet 

available, the present study used the same questions as Peterson et ai. (1982). However, rather 

than stating these questions with regards to Peterson et aLts 12 hypothetical events, respondeats 



were asked to respond to the questions in regards their own semai assault/abuse expeIience. 

Each of the 4 questions were asked botû retrospectively (to whslt/whom did the respondent 

attniute the ause of the assault/abuse at the Eune it o c c d )  and in the present tense (to 

whatwhom does the respondent atüiiute the cause of the assault/abuse at the present fime). This 

format alIowed for examination of the effécts of atbn'butiod style within the two tirne firames as 

weU as any changes in attriiutional style that occurred. Questions were amwered on a 7-point 

Likert-type d e  with rneanings a s c n i i  to the rating d e  reflecfiflg the content of individual 

items. Scores wexe summed to produce three subscaies (intend@, stability, and global@) as 

well as an overall appiaisal score. Scoring of the items was in the directions of increasing 

intamaMy, stability, and globality- The maximum score on each of these ttnee subscaies was 14. 

The maximum score attainable on the d e  as a whole was 56. A high score on event appraisal 

indicates an extemal, stable, and global appraisal of the trauxnatic event (see Appendix D). 

Cooirig Strategies. Copirig strategies were measured using the Coping Responses 

Inventory (CRI) addt form (Mm7 1993), a 48 item scale that rneasures eight different types of 

coping responses to stressful life Ncumstancesces These responses are measured by eight d e s ,  

each composed of six items: log id  analysis (LA), positive reappraisal (PR), seeking guidance 

and support (SG), problem solving (PS), cognitive avoidaace (CA), acceptance or resignation 

(AR), seelong alternative rem& (SR), and emotiod discharge (ED). Positive reappraisal 

refers to the assignment of positive co~otations to an event, Positive reappraisal should not to 

be confiised with event appraisal* which refers to the assignment of cause to either intemal or 

extemal f8cfors. Participants cesponded to each item on a 4-point scale ranghg fkom O = not at 

al! to 4 = fairly often For the p q s e s  of the present shuty, two items were been added to the 



CRI to determine respondents' use of aIcoh01 andlor drugs or promiscuity as means of copiag 

foff owing assault (see Appendix E). 

h t e d  wnsistency of  the eight CRI d e s  for f d e  respondents (Cmnbach's alpha) 

range from -58 to .71. Scdes are only mniimally correlated with social desirability (average 

absolute r = .13 for the eight d e s ) .  Internai consistencies of the scales are moderate- 

. .  . 
Muumization of item redundancies has d t e d  in grouping clusters of rdatively independent 

wping fesponses on each d e .  In addition, because only one or two wping responses may be 

able to deviaie stress, other responses within the same category may not be impiementeci- This 

wouid set an upper limit on scaie interd w n s ~ e s .  Coping indices were also found to be 

rdativeveiy stable aiter a 12-month tune lape (average r over the eigM scales = -43) (MOOS, 1993). 

The eight categories of coping respollses evaluatd by the CRI reflect both the focus and 

method of coping. In generai, "appratchn or problem-foc& wping and refl ects cognitive and 

behavioural efforts to master or resolve an issue. In contrast, "avoidance" or emotion-foc& 

coping reflects cognitive and behavioural attempts to avoid thinking about a stressor and its 

implications or to manage the emotion associated with the stressor. Mer wping subscaie scores 

have been computed, an approach coping score was computed by d g  the scores fiom 

logicai adysis. positive reappraisd, problem solving and seeking guidance and support 

subscales. Similariyi an avoidance wping score was computed by summing scores from scales of 

cognitive avoidance. acceptance or resignation, seeking alternative ~wards,  and emotiod 

discharge subsdes. The maximum possible niw score for approach coping is 120 while the 

maximum possible raw score for avoidant coping is 80. As approach and avoidance scores are 

based upon differing numbers o f  items, a single score for each p.rtÎcipant was be determined 

using the following formula: 



(raw score on approach coping scale/120) - (raw score on avoidant copingl80) 

Negative scores indiaite a tendency towards avoidance coping while a positive score is 

indicative of a tendency towards approach copink 

Cnsis Sumort, Assessment of availabte crisis support utiiïzed the respondent-based 

Crisis Support Scale (CSS) of Joseph, et al. (1992) (see Appendk F). The CSS contains several 

questions concerning (a) the aV8i18biIity of others, (b) contact with other survivors, (c) codïding 

in othm, (d) emotional support, (e) practr-cai support, (f) negaîive response, and (g) satisfkctïon 

with support. Each item is asked twice, king completed nlmspedvely for the period 

irnmediately foUowing the trauma as wd as for the present The d e  instructs Pgmcipants to 

think of those M y  members, fiends, and others that they had turned to for help, advice, or 

support following the traumatic event, and to then rate each of the support questions on a seven 

point Likert-type d e  fiom hever' (1) to 'dwayst (7). Wording of some items was dtered to 

reflect d abuse and assault (e.g, rather than asking about "the disaster" items asked about 

"the a b d d t " ) .  Apart fiom items measuring uegative response to disclosme, the higher the 

rating the pater the support. 

A T h e  1 crisis support score was be obtained by summating items 1,3,5,7,9, and 1 1 

(reversed). Similady, a Time 2 crisis support score was obtained by sumrnating items 2,4,6,8, 

10, and 12 (reversed). High scores on T h e  1 and Time 2 indicate high levels of available crisis 

support while low scores reflect low levels of crisis support. 

In examining the intemal wnsistency of the CSS, Joseph, et al. (1992) found a 

Cronbach's alpha for Time 1 of 0.67. In a more recent study of internal consistency, Joseph 

(1991) found a Cronbach's alpha for Time 2 of 0.80. It should be noted that in this more recent 

study a iarger number of s u b j w  (N = 35) was d 



PTSD Svmotom Outcorne. Extent and patterns of symptornatology were determineci 

using the Traimiatic Symptom CheckIist-40 (TSC4O) (see Appendix G) (EUiott & Briere, LW 1) -  

The TSC-40 was desigueci to be a brief, abuse-on'ented instrument of reasonabIe reliabiïity aud 

validity to be used in clinical research as a measure of traumatic impact. Each TSCm item & 

the respondent to rate the fkquency (never = O to o h  = 3) with which she has experienced a 

spccinc symptom. Maximal endorsement of al1 items d t s  in a ceiiinp raw score of 160, 

indicating the presence of di symptoms. Items may be summed to produce a totai score and six 

symptom subscales ( d e t y ,  depression, dissol:iation, s e d  problems, sleep disturbance, and 

the sexual abuse t r a m  index). Data suggest that T S C 4  subscales and totd score discrimina . - -  
te 

well between abused and non-abused samples, with abuse slwivors typidy scoring higher than 

70% of non-abused peers (Briere & Runtz, 1993). Intenial consistency of the six subscaIes 

demonsirate adequate reliability, ranghg from .59 to -77 with the average subscale alpha = -69. 

The total score was aiso shown to be highly refiable (a = .90) (Elliott & Briere, 1991). 

Appropriate TSC-40 items were used to evaîuate the occurrence of event cognitions and 

emotional states during the two month period which followed the most severe abuse episode. 

Event Comitiofls- As referred to in the mode1 presented by Joseph, et al. (I995), event 

cognitions "ofteri in hagbd fom provide the basis for reexperiencing phenomenon or 

intrusive recoliections of the trauma which are someîimes full and realistic enough to be 

experienced as if the event were really happening again" (p.5 17). These cognitive experiences 

may include flashback, nightmares, and ruminations (Meichenbaum, 1994). Though it has been 

suggested that intrusions characterized by fiashbacks be differentiated fiom ruminative 

behaviour (Joseph et al., 1995) there is, as yef no evidence to support this distinctio~~ The extent 

to which participants experience these phenomenon was evduated by items 7,13,14,3 1.38 and 



39 of the TSC-40. Each item is rated on a 4 point Likert-type scde with O = never having 

experienced the phenomenoa tu 3 = having expaiencad the phenomenon often A single score 

was obtained by summing responses scross these items. The maximum obtainable raw score is 

24. High scores on this d e  indicate that flashbacks, nightmares, nmiinations, and other forms 

of re-experiencing are a common occumnce while low scores indicate that these symptoms 

mur infkquentiy or never. 

Emotioid States. A number of emotiod states are associated with E S D  fouo- 

sexuaI assadt These sEates include fee- of isolEitioo/loneliness, anxiety, sadness, fear, 

infkriority, and guilt The extent to &ch participants experience these emotional states 

followiug trauma was Muated by TSC40 items 6 and 12,10 and 3 4 1 5  and 20,2 1 and 27,26 

and 33, and 37, respectively. Each item was rated on a 4 point Likert-type sa le  with O = neva 

having experienced the phenornenon to 3 = having experienced the phenomenon often. A single 

score was obtained by suamhg cespo~lses across these items, with a maximum possible stmmed 

score of 44. High scores on tbis scale indiate that a variety of negative emotiond states 

o c c d  quite o h  folIowing the traumatic ewent W e  low scores indicate that these emotional 

states were less varied and not a common occurrence. 

PrOcedwe 

Forty-three agencies providing counselling seMces to sexual abuse survivors from across 

Ontano were contacted with an introductory letter requesting their assistance in identifying 

participants for this dissertation (see Appendur H). This letter provideci the agency with a 

ratiode for the study, a statement of the study's purpose, and a description of the role they 

would be asked to fulfil in soliciting participants if they agreed to participate. This letter was 

followed via telephone contact to h r m i n e  the willinguess of agency service providers to act as 



subject pool coordinatnrs in this study and to answer any questions or concems regarding the 

study. A total of 32 agencies agreedio participate in the study. In agreeing to participate in this 

shdy7 practitioner's were asked to distritbute survey packages to sexually ab& fernale clients. 

Due to the possible psychologicai effkxts associated with participation in this study, those 

practtioners involved in the study were asked to agree to provide psychological debriehg to 

clients wbo becorne upset at any t h e  during or following cornpletion of the survey package- 

Of the 1 1 agencies who did not agree to participte7 two stated that their contact with 

sexual abuse siwivors was too limited to d o w  identification of clients for participation, five 

stated that agency poiicies did not ailow for r e f d  of c1ients for research purposes, and four 

stated that they were ductant to becorne involved in this research project due to difnculties 

d t i n g  nom involvement in similar research projects in the past. 

Agencies amenable to participation in the study were asked to specify the number of 

clients they felt they would be able to enlist as participants in the s t d y  over a six month period 

The reguested number of packages of survey materials were madeci to each agency. Participant 

survey packages included the foilowing materi&: (1) a wver letter expraining the purpose of the 

study, the requirements of participation, the voluntary and wnfidential nature of participation, 

expected turn arolmd tirne for completion of the swey  materid, information on how to request 

g e n d  study resuits7 and availability of wunselling s e ~ c e s  should they feel psychological 

distress at any tune during or following completion of the swey  package (see Appendix H); (2) 

aiI instructions and materials relevant to: (a) the Sexual Experiences Survey (Koss & Orso, 

1982), @) the Crisis Support Scale (Joseph, et al., 1992)- (c) the NEO-PI neuroticism scaie 

(McCrae & Costa, 1992), (d) Coping Responses Inventory - Adult Form (Moos, 1993)- ( f )  



Traumatic Symptom Checklist-40 (Elliot & Briere, 199 l), (g) al1 additional items included in 

Appendix B; and (3) a stampe4 sefi- envelope. 

Data were gathered fiom participants over a period of six months (May1996 - 
Decemberl996). Subject p l  ~ r ~ t o r s  were re-contacted by telephone to determine the 

status of their m e y s  and participation in August, 1996. A totd of 146 w e y  packages 

(12.7%) were rehimed. This Low nite of retirm is not unexpected given the topic matter covered 

in the survey package7 the comprehensiveness of the m e y  pacLage7 and the potential for 

varying leveis of motivation across the practitioners involved ûf the retunied meys, nine were 

Uncomplete, four were completed by males, two were bIa& and five were not legible. The 

rernaining 126 (10.95%) were scored and entered into an SPSS nle for analysis. in accordance 

with current ethical guidelines7 ail raw data will be stored fot a minimum of seven y-. 



R d t s  

Prior to anaiysis, al1 data were examineci for accuracy of data entry, misshg values, and 

the 8ssumptions of muItiwriaîe anaiysis. No rnissing vaiues were indicated Pairwise linearity 

was checked using bivariate saitterplots between d pairs of variables containexi within Joseph 

et aL7s (1995) mode1 and was f o d  to be satisfacfory. Skewness and Kurtosis of model variables 

were not signincantly différent fn>m zero, i n d i h g  acceptable leveIs of normality. Three cases 

(38,47, & 53) were univariate outIiers, as indicated by extreme z-scores on coping, event 

cognitions, and event cognitions and the TSC-40, respecfively. Using Mahalanobis distance with 

p < .ûû 1, case number 15 waç identiflecl as a muithmiate oder .  A dummy variable was Cre8fed 

in the data set which coded each of the four outlies as 1 aml aü remaining cases as O. By 

spliîting the data fZe dong this dummy variable and selecting for cases where the dummy 

variable equallad O, al1 four outiiers were excluded fiom firtber analysis. M e r  exclusion of 

outlien, 122 aises remained in the d y s i s .  Mean scores of the sample on each of the 

psychometric tests used are presented in Table 1. As stated by Raykov (1994), in using Structurai 

Equation Modelling (SEM) methods, sample size must be at Ieast five times greater than the 

number of free model parameters king estimated. This sample size is therefore, adadeqte for 

testing Joseph et d.'s (1995) mode1 in which there are 1 1 parameters to be estimaiai 

As a part of the preliminary dyses ,  f'actor analysis was perforrned on the 40 items of 

the TSC4O. Factor anaiysis is a statistical technique applied to a single set of variables where 

the researcher is interested in discoverhg which variables withùi that set fom whermt subsets 

that are reliably independent Variables that are correlated with one another but largely 

independent of other subsets of variables are wmbined into factors. Factors are thought to reflect 

uaderl ying 



TabIe 1. Mean scores on psychomeuic tests. 

Psychometnc Test Mean Swre Standard Deviation 

Coping Response mentory 
Emotion Foc& Coping 
Problem Focused Coping 

Atbniutioaal Style Questionnaire (Self-Blame) 14-62 4.08 

Crisis Support Scale 13.77 8-77 

NEO-PI Neuroticism S d e  48.4 1 10.58 

Tralnna Symptwi Checkiist-40 
Event Cognitions 
Emotiond States 

processes that have created the correlations among variables. Factor analysk was perfomed to 

determine whether this sample produced similar factors to those found in a c i in id  sample by 

Briere and Runtz (1989) and in a nonclinicai sample by Elliott and Briere (1990) (see Table 2). 

This investigation of the factor structure of the TSC-40 was deemed appropriate due to unique 

composition of the sample. Given the large proportion (3 1.7%) of uidividuals with Native 

Ameriaui ancestq in the sample, it could not be presumed that the properties ofthe d e  

presented in Table 2, which are based upon analysis of Caucasian samples, would be supported 

Resuits of factor analysis were also examineci to determine whether there is statistical support 

for the two outcome variables contained within Joseph et aL7s (1995) rnodel, which are derived 

nom this sale (Le., Event Cognitions and Ernotional States). 



Table 2. TSC-40 s u b d e s  identified by Briere and Rimtz (1989; cl inid sample) and Elliott 
ard Briere (1990; non-clinical sample) including content and intemal coIlSiSfencies. 

Note: PSAT-h refen to the Post-Sexuai Abuse Trauma-hypothesis subscde. 

Using Hom's ParaIlel Analysis (Longman, Cota, Holden, & Fekken, 1989), three factors 

were exbacmi wfüch expIained 42.3% of the variance. Correlations between the factors ranged 

fiom -19 to -27. These Iow correlations would indicate that there is l e s  than 10% overlap in 

variance among the thtee factors. Thus, the faors can be said to be independent and orthogonal 

rotation, in which f-ors are mcomIated, is justiflai. Orthogonal (Varimax) rotation was dso 

retained for conceptuai simpIicity and ease of description. Loaduigs of variables on f8ctofs, 

commdities, and percentages of variance are shown in Table 3. Variables are ordered and 

grouped by size of loading to fsciiitate interpretation. In accordance with the cut-off values 

proposed by Comrey (1973)' factor loadings Iess than .45 (20% of variance) are repIaced by 

zeros. Interpretative labels which reflect item content are suggested for each factor in italics. 



In contrasting the composition of the subscales identifid by Briere and Ru& (1989) and Elliott 

and Brïere ( 1990) to those identifid in the present study, comparison of Table 2 to Table 4, 

which presents item content of subscales identified in the present investigation, is wanaatted In 

cornparhg Table 2 and Table 3, it appears that d e  the Factor 2, Somatic ComplainCst in Table 

4 contains aU but one item k m  the Sleep Disturbances subscale identifid in Table 2, additional 

items reflecting headaches, stostomach problems, loneliness, and low sex drive Merenhate the 

two subscales. The nrSt factor identifïed in this study, CognitiveErnotional Symptoms, does not 

bear any resemblance to the subscaies identified by Briere and Rmtz (1989) aml ElIiott and 

Briere (1990). Factor 3, Sexual Problems, whose item content includes sexuai overactivity, 

confusion about sexual feelings, having sex which is not enjoyed, ami M g  bad thoughts 

andor fwlings duriag se- dissatisfaction with one's sex life, and having un-ted s e d  

feelings is highly similar to the Sexual Probfems subscale identified by Ellion and Briere (1990). 

In examining the composition of the three factors to the proposed wmposition of Joseph et 

d.3 (1995) outcome Vanables Event Cognitions and Emotiod Statest it was fomd that al1 

except one of the proposed test items load onto Factor 1. WMe the remaining test item (i-e., 

Flashbacks) did load highly onto Factor 1 (0.428), this loading was not large enough to meet the 

criteria of 20% variance accounted for. Given this fincihg it wodd seem appropriate to combine 

Event Cognitions and Ernotional States into a single outcome variable. However, due to the 

theoretical importance of Event Cognitions and Ernotional States to Joseph et al.3 (1 995) 

model, and to the possibility that testing the model may uncover that the two variables share 

di ffering 



Table 3. Factor Loadings, Commdities, and Perceiit of Variance of TSC-40 Factors. 

Item - Factor 1 Factor2 Factor3 h2 
Feelings of Umeality** -803 .O00 
TeIlsion* 
Desire to Seff-Hann* 
F a l i n g P o f ~ o a i t y *  
Having TmabIe Breathmg 
Fedmg of not bemg in one' s body.* 
In6eapersonal Difficttities 
spacing w* 
UncontmUabIe C m *  
Nighmm%** 
Ikziness 
FedmgsofGnift* 
P m  AtlgerCo~I  
Passingont 
Memory RobIems 
SaQiess* 
Feeiings of Isoiation* 
ArucietyAteacks* 
Flashbacks** 

TireQless 
Restless Sleep 
Low Sex Drive 
Ni@ Wakmgs 
~ I n s o m n i a  
Headacfies 
Stomach Probfems 
LonelEiess 
UnenjoyabIe Sex 
Sanial Robleais 
Bad Tho@ts/Feelings during Sex . . 
m m w i t h S e x L 8 e  
sexml Ovaactivity 
C ~ ~ a b 0 U . t  S o a i a l F W  
Unwanoai Se>mal Feelings 
Weight Loss 
Fear of Men 
Fear of Women 

- 
~csircto~armothers .O00 
Percent of  Variance 26.1 10.4 5.7 

Note: Astensks indiates items from Emotional States* and Event Cognitions**. Factor 1 : - 
cognitive-Emotio~I Symptom, Factor 2: Sbntatic Symptonrs, Factor 3: &mal Problems. 



Table 4. TSC-40 subscaies (factors) identified in the prese11t study with intemal cunsistencies 
and item content 
- . . -. . . . .. . . . . . . - . 

subscale Al~ha T S C 4  Item Numbers 

Cognitive Emotional 
SymPtoflls 

Sexuaf Problems -73 5, 1 1, 17,23,29,35,40 

degrees and directions of relationships with other mode1 variables, these two variables were 

retained w i t h  the paih analysis of the modei. 

The remainder of the data analyses were performed in four stages. Durhg the fkst stage 

of analysis descriptive statistics were examineci in order to provide a description of the samp1e 

and of the assauit/abuse experienced by members of that sample. in the second stage of anaiysis 

multiviiriate anaiysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to examine mean levels of performance 

on event cognitions, neuroticism, event appraisals, crisis support, coping, and symptom outcorne 

as a f'unction of ethnicity, age at fïrst abuse incident, therapeutic status, relationship to the 

perpetrator, tirne spent in couriselling, and time elapsed prior to the first disdosure of the abuse. 

Symptom outcorne included examination of performance on Event Cognitions, Emotional 

States, and the two factors identified through factor andysis (Le., Somatic Cornplaints and 

SexuaI Problems) which did not subsume these two mode1 variables. The third stage o f d y s i s  

used path aoalysis to examine the mode1 propsed by Joseph et al. (1995) (see Figure 1). Using 

Lisre17.0 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1988) this portion of the analyses included examination of beta 

weights as well as the overall fit of the model. The final stage of the analyses examineci 



collateral intefesfs (refer to p. 32) through evaluation of interrelationships between sets of 

variable subscala. Variables whose'suûscaies were examiLled in this mamer include wping 

strategies7 ment appraisafs, nemooticism, and symptom outcorne. Again, symptom outcorne was 

examined in tenns of perfonna~lce on d e s  of Event Cognitions7 Emotionai States, SexuaI 

hblems,  and Somatic CornplaintS. Subscales of each variables were examined in relation to 

subscales of each other variable. 

axd. 
Diiring the nrst stage of analyses, descriptive statistics were examined in order to provide 

a description of the sample (e.g., current age, ethnicity, level of education, marital stanis), and 

the abuse (e.g, age at first abuse, number of abuse incidents, maximum rapes per incident, 

relationship to and gender of the abuser7 t h e  before disclosure, d o n  of authorities, current 

counseiling status, and presence of suicida1 ideationlattempts and previous psychiaûic contacts). 

The sample ranged in age from 15 to 57 years with a mean value of 3 1.4 years. Seventy-nine 

respondents (64.8%) stated that they were Caucasian, while 39 (32%) were of Native Amencan 

ancestry. Of the remaining 5 respondents, 3 were of Afncan decent and 2 reported Onental 

ancestry. EduCâtion level of respondents ranged eorn completion of grade 8 to completion of a 

University degree. White the mean number of years of education completed was 1 1, the rnajority 

of ~ ~ ~ ~ n d e n t s  (53.2%) had completed at least one year of university. At the time of response the 

majority of respondents were single (4 1.3%), while 36 (29.5%) were méirried, 20 ( 16.4%) were 

divorced, 8 (6.6%) were in wmon-law relationships, 6 (4.9%) were separated, and 2 (1 -6%) 

were widowed. 



In describing the abdassadt, age at which the fïrst abuse incident occurred was 

reporteci to range f?om 1 to 33 years of age. The mean age at nrst abuse incident was 9.2 years of 

age and the median was 8 years of age. In accordance with Bancroft (1990), ail fùrther analyses 

which use age at nrst abuse as a grouping variable wilI differentiate pre-pubescent arid pubescent 

individuals (les than 15 years of age) fiom those who are considered s e d y  mature (15 years 

of age and older). Due to the wide mge in ages in this second group, those over the age of 15 at 

the time of the nrst abuse were M e r  dbided into IO year intervals (e.g, 15 to 25 years, 25 to 

35 years, etc). The s e d  abuse/assault involved more than 50 incidents in 37 cases (30.3%), 

and fiom 1 to 10 separate incidents in 32 cases (26.2%). Nineteen individuais stated that the 

abuse had involved 10 to 25 incidents. Of the remaining cases, 16 (1 3.1 %) individuals reporteci 

that the abuse had occurred only once and 16 (1 3.1 %) uidividuals were uncertain as to the 

ntnnber of abuse incidents involved In most cases (56.9%) the maximum number of rapes per 

abuse incident was one, while 1 1 ceses (9.0%) each reported a maximum of two rapes per 

incident or from 5 to 10 rapes per incident 

In the majority of cases, the abuser was a parent or sibling, accounting for 5 1 cases 

(4 1.8%) and 23 cases (1 8.9%), respectively. The abuser was identified as a spodpartner in 19 

cases (1 S.6%), and as a non-family member in 14 cases (1 1.5%). Of the remaining 16 cases, 6 

(4.9%) identified their abuser as an amt, uncle, grandparent, or wusin The rernaining 10 cases 

(8.2 %) stated tbat their abuser was a stranger. Those who reported abuse by a sibling, parent, or 

spouse were not significantly different in performance on mode1 variables (Le., coping, crisis 

support, neuroticism, appraisal, event cognitions, emotionai states) (p > -05). Analyses for which 

use relationship to the abuser is used as a grouping variable will combine these three Ievels of 



relationship to the abuser into a single group 'immediate f d l y  member'. In addition, no 

sipnincant différences were fomd when those reporting abuse by a n o n - M y  member hown 

to the victim or a member of the victim's exiended family were wmpared on mode1 variables (p 

> .05). Further adys is  in *ch relationship to the abuser is used as  a groupuig variable wili, 

therefore, combine these two caîegories into a second group 'individuais known to the v i c h y .  

IndividuaIs in the two relationstiip groupings (i-e., immediaîe fiimiy member and individuai 

known to the victim) were sigaincantly cIïf5erent h m  each other t (106 ) = 1.93, p < .O5 and 

h m  those whose abuser was a strangert (89) = 2.21, p < -01 and & (32) = 2-08, p c -01, 

respectively. In M e r  analyses, groupings based upon relatiomhip to the abuser included 

hunediate Family Member, Individual Known to the Victim, and Stranger- 

The majority of respondents (85.3%) reported that their abuser was male. One respondent 

discloseci abuse by a f d e  perpetrator. The remaïring 18 respondents disclosed that they had 

been abused by both male and female perpetrators. In each of these 18 cases, abuse was 

perpetrated by both parents or by a parent and that parent's partner. When asked to estirnate the 

amount of time which passed between the abuse episode(s) and first disclosure of the abuse, the 

majority of respondents (4 1.5%) reported that didosure did not occur until a period of more 

than ten years had passed. Twenty individuais (16.4%) waited from 1 to 5 years before 

disclosing about the abuse, and 18 individuals (1 4.8%) waited from 5 to 10 years prior to 

disclosure. Only 12 individu& (9.8%) discloseci the abuse within 24 hours of its occurrence. Of 

the 122 individuals included in the sampIey 32 (26.2%) contacteci the authorities to report the 

abuse. Of those individuals who contacted the authorities (5 1 .O%) reported that authorities 



reacted in a positive maTlller following the disdosure. The remainder reported that the 

authorities had reacted in a negative manner to the discl~sure~ 

A f d y  history of mental ihess was disclosed in 84 cases (68.9%). In regards to 

accessing mental heaith services, 2 1 individuals (17.2%) had received such seMces pnor to 

king s e d y  abusedlassaulted. Of those sweyed, 50 (41%) were currently receiving 

wunselling, 3 1 (25.4%) were currently receiving couiiselling and involved in a support group, 

17 (13.9%) were in a support group, and 25 (20.5%) were neither in counselling nor in a 

support group. Ofthose Who sought wuflseIIing folIowing the sexuaI assauIt/abuse, the tune 

period which elapsed prior to seeking counseI1ing was greater than 10 years in 69 uises 

(56.6%).Tfürteen individuais (10.7%) waited fiom 5 to 10 years, while an additional 12 

individuals (9.8%) waited fkom 1 to 5 years prior to seeking wua~eIling. Ofthe remainder, 22 

cases waited &om one week to one year prior to seeking counsellhg and 4 individuals were 

uncertain as to the amount of tirne which elapsed before they sought counselling. Of those who 

were in counselling or had received wunselling regarding sexuai abuse and its sequelae in the 

past, 49 individuais (40.2%) had received more than 2 years of counselling services. Thirty-eight 

individuals (3 1.2%) bad received fkom 6 to 24 months of counselling seMces, 1 1 individuals 

(9.0%) had received fiom 1 to 6 months of counselling services, and 6 individuals (4.9%) hsd 

received las dian one month of counselling services. Twenty-five iodividuds reported that they 

had, at some point, been given a psychiatrie diagnosis. Thirty-fou. individuals had received 

psychotropic medications Meichenbaum (1994) has stated that "A major concem in working 

with c l in id  populations, especially those who have been victimized..is the possibility of 

suicidai behaviour" (p.2 12). In the current sample, suicidai ideation was disclosed by 1 14 



(93.4%) individuais. The number of individuais who reported having attemptad suicide was 6 1 

(50.0%). This figure is consistent with the study by Briere and Rmtz (1989) who found that 

49% of ab& women in their sample had a history of suicide attempts. 

E3ased upon the descriptive data, it appears tbaî the typid  abuse sccnario imrolved 

greater than 50 incidents of ab= which began prïor to puberty and was perpetmted by a male 

fàmdy member. Though the majority of fespondents had received counsehg, disclosure of the 

abuse often did not occur for a pied of over 10 years* and reports of suicida1 ideation and 

suicide atkmpts occurred with a hi& m c y .  

The second stage of analyses examineci differences in mean Ievel of performance on 

modei variables as a fimction of group using a 2 x 4 x 4 x 3 MANOVA (ethnicity x therapeutic 

status x age at nrst abuse x relationship to the abuser). The first factor* ethnicity, bas two levels: 

Caucasian and Native Americm As the group composed of those with neither Camuian nor 

Native American ancesky included only 5 individuais, this group was not included in the 

anaiysis The second fkctor, thenapeutic status, has 4 levels: ceceiving couoselling and involved 

in a support group, receiving only couriselling, only in a support group, and neither in 

counselling nor in a group. The third nIctor, age at which the first abuse incident occurred, bad 

four levels: Iess than 15 years of age, 15 to 25 years of ege, 25 to 35 yem of age, and over 35 

years of age- The finai fiictor, relationship of the victim to the perpetrator, had three levels: 

immediate family rnember, individual known to the victim, and stranger. Justification for age 

groupings and relationship to abuser groupings were presented on page 50- Dependent variables 

included the modei coping, appraïsal, event wgdions, neuroticism, crisis support, and 



Because this stage of anaiysis focuses on differences between nahwlly 

the problern of imequd ceil size must be d f r e w d  In a fàctorial design, if 

cek  have unequai numbers of scores, the total s ~ i s  of squares for al1 the effects is greater than 

the totd sum of squans (Tabachnick & FideiI, 1989). As a result, there is ambiguity regarding 

where the overlapping sums of squares should be assigne& and hypotheses tested for main 

effècts and interactions are no Ionger independent In this instance7 artificidy equaliPng c e U  

sizes through rambm deIeîion of cases is inappropri*. As an altemalive, SPSS MANOVA 

provides the researcher with a specinc m d o d  for dealing with un- ceII s k  whea m e y  

data are being used. This is the chsic 4~r;periinintd approach. This meîhod imposes a hierarchy 

of testing of e f f t  where main effects are adjusted only for each other and for cowuiates, while 

iniemctions are adjusted for main-effi and wvananates, and are also adjusteci for same and 

lower-fevei interactons ( û v d  & Speigel 1969). 

Using WLs'  criterion, multiV8Ci8fe effects on the dependent variables wping, crisis 

support, event copnitions, neuroticism, and event appraisals were signifiant for ethnicity E(20, 

228) = 1.87, ec -01, age at which the first abuse incident occurred F (18,230) = 2.1 1, < .O 1, 

and cou~iselhg services being received F (36,452) = 2.22, Q < .O 1. R d t s  for relationship to 

the abuser were not si@cant (p -05). in addition to main effkcts7 al1 interactions were tested 

using Wilks' criterion. Ethaicity and age at which the individual was first abused wexe found to 

intenict siBnifiÇ811fIy F (18,166) = 2.23, p c .O 1 To determine the proportion of variance in the 

dependent variables accounted in the three signincant main eff- and the significant 

interaction, ed coefficients (q2) were examined. The eta2 coefficient provides an index of the 

strength of association, representing the amount of variance 8ccomted for in the grouping 



variables by the best Iinear combination of depemlnit variables. Values of the eta2 coefficient 

may range in value h m  O to + 1. The d t s  refïect a strong association betwea ethnicity and 

age at first abuse and the combined dependant variables with q2 = -368 and q2 = -379, 

respectively. A more substantial relatioaship was fomd betweeu oouflseUing services king 

reoeived and the oombined dependent vafiables $ = -634. It should be noted here that, in 

cd- qz on 11,044 tests of statisticd sigDificance in issucs of J o d  of CounseUing 

Psvcholow published between 1970 aml1979, Haase, Waetcher, and Solomon (1982) reported a 

median q2 d u e  of 0.083 and an interqmtile of values f h m  0.043 to 0.268. While the q2 vaiues 

f o d  in this snady are @te large, Tabachnick and Fidell (1989) have noted that the &cc& 

reflecfed in q2 values tend to be much larger in multivariate versus mivariate analyses. Unlike 

the majority of the clinicai literature examined by Haase, a al. (1982), in which ody one 

dependent variable mis used, the present values of q2 refer to the association between a 

grouping variable and a combination of a number of dependent variables. Thus, the large q2 

value foi the oomselling grouping variable reflects the cornbineci mnrn%utions each of the five 

dependent variables to the association with wunselling status. 

Follow-up analyses were conducted using discriminant fitnction analysis, as outiined in 

Tabachnick and Fidel1 (1989). Discriminant f'unction anaiysis has two main purposes. Fust, 

discriminant hct ion d y s i s  identifies the best Iinear combination of dependent variables, 

allowing the researcher to detemine the extent to which the set of dependent ~ a ~ a b l e s  can be 

used to predict group membership. Thus, while MANOVA aiiows the rcscarcher to answer the 

question 'Is group membership associaîed with diable differences among the wmbined 

dependent variables scores?', discriminant bction analysis m e r s  the question 'To what 



extent can the set of dependent variables dinerentiate among groups?' Second, as a foflow-up to 

MANOVA, discriminsnt hction axhysis provides, through examination ofloadings of each 

predictor variable ont0 the wmbinations of predictors, d e d  discnmuuui . . -  
t fimctons, for the 

identification of which depedmt variables are associated with group ciifFerences. Therefore, as 

a folow-up to the signincant MANOVA fesults in this study, discriminant fiinction analysis will 

answer the guestions 'Are gro- based on ethnicity, age at which abuse began, and 

counseiiing statuÛ ~~ssociated with reliable ciiffierences among the combined dependent 

variables?' and 'Which dependent Vanables com'bute to these reliable differences?' 

Discriminant hct ion d y s i s ,  as a foiiow-up to MANOVA, has a number of advantages when 

. * 

compared to use of univariate F tests (ANOVAS). First, discnrmnant finiction analysis identifies 

N-1 (where N is the nimiber of lebels in the grouping variable) potentiai ~11derIying dimensions 

(discriminant finictions) almg which the dependent variables may be related, while unkariate F 

tests assume only one mderlying dimension. Second, by providing the loadings of each 

dependent variable onto the discriminant hction, discriminant fùnction andysis specines the 

relative contn'bution of each dependent variabfe, rattier than just the mdchgs of importance of 

the dependent variables which would be provideci by univariate F tests. Third, discriminant 

functon analysis takes into 8ccount the intercorrelations of dependent variabIles. The majority of 

comlations between dependent variables in this study were moderate (see Table 5). When 

univariate F tests are used when dependent variables are correlateci, controllhg for type 1 errors 

through E3onfenon.i correction becomes over-conservative, making it more difncult to detcct real 

effecfs. In addition, when dependent Vanables are correlated, mivariate F tests may yield 

. .  . 
misleading results es the importance of one contributhg vanable may be xtummd, while 



* * 

others may be maximized Fourth, through examinetion of group merms rather than r d  ordering 

. * .  

of groups, discnmiaaat f'unction adys i s  dows for a more @se i n w o n  of the patteni 

of diffefences among the predictors as a whoIe3 in an attempt to understand the dimensions dong 

which g r o p  Mer (see Borgen & Se- 1978 or Haase & Ellis, 1987 for a review). As 

discriminant fiinction analysis is typicaliy a one-way anaiysis, as it is in this case, no special 

problems are posed by unequal sarnpIe sized across &n,ups (Tabachnick & Fide4 1989). 

FoIIowing the finding of thne signifiant MANOVA main effects, thee discriminant f'unction 

d y s e s  were pedormed to determiee which dependent variables contricbirted to differentiation 

beîweengn,upsUPS Thenrstdiscnmtnant . * -  M o n  examined ethnicity as a groiiping variable and 

was signiscant x2 (26) = 49.9, p = .O3, exphinhg 35. Ph of the varimce. Dependent variables 

which 1& ont0 this fimction hcIu&d problem focused coping (-51 8), vulnerability as 

measured by the NEO-PR neuroticism scale (.409), impdsiveness as measined by the Mû-PR 

neuroticism d e  (.3 l3), and self-blarne (-.3ûû). Function 1 can therefore be said to represent 

increased use of problem focused coping mahods, increased levels of impilsiveness and 

vuinerability, a d  increased Iikelihood of attriiuthg the cause of the abuse to others. The means 

of ethnicity groups on the combineci dependent variables were 0.2 10, and.096. Thus, Caucasian 

Uidividuals (group 1) rated these aspects of their fesponse to abuse quite low, while Native 

Americans (group 2) rated these variables moderately. Percentage of cases corredy categorized 

was 68.85%. Classification was best for Caucasians (70.9% c o d y  classified). 

A second discriminant fùnction andysis examineci age at which the nrst abuse incident 

occurred as a grouping variable and was signincant A? (26) = 46.63, p < .01, accounting for 

33.8% of the variance. Dependent variables conm'buting to the fht discnminaat 
- .  function 



1 

includeci social support (--474) and anxiety as measured by the NEO-PIR neuroticism scaie 

Table 5. Correlations between modd variables and variabie subsdes included as dependent 
variab1es in MANOVAS, 

Coping NeuroticiSm 
EC CS EF PF Ecog ES App NI N2 N3 N4 NS N6 

Note: Dependent variables are mode1 variabie. Each variable is made of a number of subscales. 
For example, while the variable Event Cognitions is b d  upon the a single summed score, 
Nemticism is based upon the combination of scores fiom six subscaies. Correlation values 
greater thaD (+/O) ,195 ami (+/-) .254 are sigdicant at pc .O5 and p < -0 1 levels, respectively. 



Thedore, this fbnction represents r e d d  8CCeSSIavdability of social supports foUoWmg 

sexual abuse aml an inmase+ in mxiety. The means of age groups 1 to 3 on the dependent 

variables wem .273, - 1.1 8, and -2.02 respecb~vely. Thus, individds who were Iess than 15 

years of age at the time of the tIrst abuse (group 1) rated these aspects of their respouse 

moderately, individuals M e e n  the ages of 15 and 25 at the time of the nrst abuse incident 

(group 2) rat& these variables low, and those older than 25 years of age at the time of the first 

abuse incident rated these variables quite Iow. Pemmtage of cases correctIy caiegorized was 

69.67%. Classincation was best for group 3 (lW!% c o d y  c1assifled)- The second discriminant 

hction for age was not signifiant (p > .05). 

A third discriminant finiciion anafysis was performed using current wuoselling status as 

a grouping variable. This nrst discnminari 
- . -  

t fimction in this analysis was signincant 2 (5 1) = 

104.3 1, p < .O0 1, accounting for 60.6 % of the variance. Dependent Vanables which contriiuted 

to this fimction includcd 3 subscaies h m  the NEû-PR neuroticïsm scale: -ety (.447), 

YUlflerabiiity (.349), and depression (348). The means of the various coullselling groups 1 to 4 

on the dependent variables indicate that those currently involved in a support group scored quite 

high on the first fimction (1.24) , while those currentiy involved in both a support group and 

wuaseiiing (-343) and those receiving neither s e ~ c e  (-230) scored moderately. in confrast 

those currently nxeiving counselling services ( 4 5 7 )  rated themselves low on amci-, 

vulnerability, and depression Percentage of aises correctly categorized was 54.1 %. 

Classincation was best for those currently in a support group (77.8Yo~01~ctly classified). The 

second discriminant fiinction for counselling stahis was not signifiant (p > -05). 



In addition to the examiriation of main effècts, didiscriminant f'unction a d y s i s  was used 

to examine the signiîicant interacti& found between the groIiping variables ethnicity and ege at 

which abuse fïrst o c c d  on the combined dependent In order for andysis resuits to 

be me8aitlgful the data H e  was spiit so that discnmuiant * - .  
fmction anaiysis coufd be performed 

on age at fint abuse sepamte1y for Native and Caucasian fespondents. As discriminant fûnction 

anaiysis is typically a oneway anaiysis, and as the sample size of the smallest group (n = 39) 

ex& the number of predictor vanables king used, no problem are posed by the 

unequal samp1e skes in ethnicity groups (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). For Cruicasian 

respondents age at which an individual was f h î  abused was signifiant 2 (24) = 50.516, p < 

.O 1,accoimting for 89.79% of the variance. Dependent variables which conûicbuted to the 

* . .  discnrmnant f'unction included k i t  anxiety (-399) and crisis support (-.333). Therefore, this 

f'unction represents reports of increased Ievels of trait anxiety and reduced accessing and 

satisfiiction with crisis supports. The means of age groups 1 to 3 were -392, -2.07, and -1.99, 

respectively. Thus, Caucasian individuals who were less than 15 years of age when first abused 

(group 1) rated these aspcts of their response moderately, individuals between the ages of 15 

and 25 at the t h e  of the nrst abuse incident (group 2) and those over age 25 at the time of the 

first abuse incident (group 3) rated these variables low- For individuais of Native ancestry, 

discriminant fimction andysis using age at nrst abuse as the grouping variable was not 

significant (p > -05). Graphic representaîion of the interaction between ethnicity and age at nrst 

abuse incident is pre~eflted in Figure 5. 

Consistent with the findings of discriminant hction analysis, Figure 5 show that mean 

level of performance in Caucesian individuah did aiter with the age at which the nrst abuse 



incident occurred, M e  mean levels of perfommce for Native American individuais were not 

influenœd by the age are which the nrst abuse incident occUTzBd. 

Fimue 5. Interaction between ethnicity and age at nrst abuse incident 

A g e  when first Abused 
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Note: in Figure 5 age is a categorical variable. This graph does not depict an age-reiated trend 
Increased Ievels of 'Performan~e' indiCates increased scores on trait aruriety as weil as decreased 
access/availability of crisis supports. 
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Stage 3 

Path andysis (LISREL 7.0, Joreskog & Sorbom, 1988), was conducted to examine the 

process of coping and symptom development following sexuaI abuse. The mode1 proposed by 
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Joseph et al. (1995) (see Figure 1) was hypothesized to be the rnost appropriate mode1 for the 

present da-&. In order to simplify the adysis, bi-directional patbs withùi Joseph et aie's (1995) 

mode1 were replaceci with unidirectional paths. First, as persodity is comidered a stable 

constnict Joseph et al. (1995) describe it as innuencing cognitive activity and schemata Within 



the mode4 however, over time persodty may corne to be influenceci by event cognitions. The 

present study examines crossedonai data So, it is not appropriate to examine those 

bidllccn'onai e E i  which are related to the passage of tirne. As such, the bidirectional paîh 

h m  personaiity to event appraisal was replaced with a uniciiredonal mow h m  personaiity to 

event appraisai. Second, bi-directional path between appraid and wping, which represents the 

feciprocai natrrrp of this nlaîionship over the,  was replaceci with a unidirectional m w  nom 

evemt appraisal to coping Tbird, emotiond States such as grief; gdt,  shame and fear, are 

believed to be associateci with, and in fàct be the redt oc the occurre~lce of went coguitioiis 

and automatic t h ~ u g h t s / ~ s a l s  (Joseph et al., 1995). The bidinxtiodity of this relationship 

is associatexi with a sequencing ofevents in which appcaisal's impact on emotional states 

precedes the effects of emotiond &tes on appraisais. Due to the c r ~ s s - ~ o n a l  nature of the 

data, it was, therefore, deemed appropriate to replace the bidirectiona1 path between appraisais 

and ernotional statcs with a unidirectional arrow nom appraisai to emotional states. Finally, the 

activation of socid supports has beeu d e s c r i i  as a subtype ofcoping (MOOS, 1993). It would, 

therefore, follow that the type and extent of socid supports which are engageci will be 

ikkrmined as a result of the individual's overail coping stra$egy. Therefore, the bi-directionai 

pah between wping and crisis support has been replaced by a midirectional mow nom coping 

to crisis support. A representation of the simplified mode1 with exogenous variables on the le& 

is presented in Figure 6. 

Two modincaîions to Joseph et al.% (1995) modei, based on the Iiterature regarding 

sexual abuse and PTSD, were hypothesizeci First, in k i r  discussion of crisis support Joseph et 

al. (1995) note the generai agreement in the iiterature that greater availability of social suppon is 





predictive of reduced rates of PTSD symptomatnlogy (e.g, Jones & Barlow, 1990; Solomon, 

1986). Howaers some ûammtic events, fike senial abuse, can be stigmatizing and elicit 

shunning or avoidance responses by members of the social support network (Wortmaa dé Lehma, 

1985). In addition, due to the stigmaîbing nature of sexuaI abuses victunS may fBiI to engage 

social supports, preventing support systems fiom assisting them in dealing with the trauma. It 

was, thdore,  hypotesized that for fcmale Survivors of s e 4  abuse, i n d  availabüity of 

crisis support may not resuIt in the initiation of adaptive coping stmkgÏes and event appisals. 

Second, Joseph et al. (1995) indicate that the characteristics of a traumatic event wiIi have a 

direct e f f i  on only one variable, event cognitions. However, it has been fomd (e-g, 

Meichenbaum, 1994; Parrot & Bechofer, 1199) that some aspects of sexuai abuse d o s  

influence other variables presented in Joseph et al.% (1995) model. Specifidy, engagement of 

miai support bas been linked to amount of force used by the pepztrator. As Asdicated by Wyatt 

et ai. (1991), increasing level of force used by a perpeu.ator is sigaifimtly related to 

increasingiy negative ofothers to the victim when s e d  abuse is disclosed. Thus, the 

addition of a path fiom ment stimuli to crisis support is proposed. 

When tested, it was fomd that the simpfied version of Joseph et aLbs (1995) model did 

not fit the data The initial model for the data is show in Figure 7. When a model does not fit 

the data appropriateiy (i.e., x is statisticaily significant), modification indices generated by 

LISREL 7.0 can be used to m o d e  the mode1 and improve its fit. Modification indices show the 

approximate change in X* expected if a single parameter was need (if currently wnstrained) or 

constrained (if currently fiee). Using Raykov's (1 994) criteria, only those paths (Le., parameters) 

d o s e  modification indices exceeded the value of 5 shodd be freed As stated by Raykov 



(1994), modifications ma& to a mode1 mmt also be based upon substantive codciehom. 

Specifically, any pposed rnodiflcation to a adel must be examiaed both in terms of statistics 

(i-e., modification indices) and in reference to theory. In examining the output the mode1 

presented in Figure 7, it was fomd that two piiths had modification indices greater than 5. These 

modification indices were associateci with paths nom Pemdity to Event Chanictenstics and 

nom Event cbmckrÎ~ti~ to Crisis Support, two parameters which had previously been nXed to 

quai zero. Attg individdy b i n g  each of these patbs the model M the data x (7) = 1 1.27, p 

= .l27. Addition of these two paths did not endanger the interpretability of the model. Indd,  

the addition ofa path fiom Event Ckactmistics to Crisis Support is one of the modifications 

hypothesized et the outset of this study to improve mode1 fit The second hypothesized change to 

the model, altering the sign of path h m  Crisis Suppc~rt to Appraisals, to reflect dadaptive 

Appraisals in associaîions with increased Crisis Support, was also supported. 

Foliowing the addition of the two paths, a number of insignificant paths r d e d  within 

the model. In order to streamhe the mode1 and fiirther improve its fit, ail insignifiant paths @ 

> -05) were individdy dropped firom the model. As each insignifiicant p a h  was removed from 

the mode4 the mode1 was tested to determine the extent to which x and its associated p value 

were influenced by the removal of that patk It was noted that as each ph was mnoved the 

value o f 2  and its associaiai p value increased The resulting strdined mode1 fit the data 

~ 1 1 ,  GFI = -970, 9 (13) = 13.41, p > -4 (see Figure 8). Using regression analysis it was fomd 

that this sbreamlined mode1 accounts for 6 1.3% of the variance in the symptom variable 

Emotiod States and 28.5% of the in the symptom variable Event Cognitions. The It2 







associated with each path presented in Figure 8, is indicated in &rackets below the beta weight of 

that pauL 

The model shows some similarities with, as well as some differences from, the model 

proposed by Joseph et al. ( 1 995). The most obvious difference is that the Coping variable was 

dropped fiom the model as it was not significantly related with any of the other model variables. 

In addition, examination of modification indices resulted in the addition of paths fiom 

Personality to Event Characteristics and fkom Event Characteristics to Cnsis Support. in 

examining the relationship between charactmenstics of the abuse and Cn'sis Support, increased 

force and extent of abuse were related to greater satisfaction with and engagement of crisis 

supports imrnediately following the most recent abuse. 

In examining the effects of Event Characteristics, Personality, Crisis Support, and 

Appraisais on symptom outcorne, it cm be seen Event Characteristics influence the occurrence 

of Event Cognitions, with greater force and extent of abuse king associated with greater 

frequency and variety of symptoms of re-experiencing the abuse. Event Cognitions were dso 

intluenced indirectly by Penonaiity through Event Characteristics with increased levels of 

neuroticism king related to reports of increasingly severe abuse which was, in tum, related to 

increased occurrence and variety of Event Cognitions. Two direct effects on the occurrence of 

negative ernotional states were identified. First, the increased occurrence of Event Cognitions 

was associated with reduced occurrence of negative emotional states. Second, appraisals of the 

event which involveci blaming of others were associated with increased occurrence of negative 

emotiod states. A number of indirect effects on Emotiod States were also fond. First, Event 

Cognitions had a direct Iink with Appraisai of the event. Those who experienced fewer and less 



severe Event Cognitions showed a tendency to blame others for the &use and, as previously 

stated, increased blamuig of others was assoc ia  with increased reports of negative emotiod 

states. Crisis Support and Persoriality also had indirect effkcts on Ernotiod States t h  were 

mediated by Appraisais. hcreased Crisis Support was d a t e c i  with i n d  seff-blame and, 

therefore, is i s i a t e d  with fewer reports of negative emotiod States- Increased lewels of 

neuroticism were associstcd with increascd blaming of others and can therefore, be linked to 

increased negative emotions followhg abuse- - 
The fourth stage of the anaiyses exBrninecf relationships between sets of 

subscaies in order to identm specinc coping strategies, forrns of appraisal, and neuroticism 

mbtypes which are retated to positive and n e m e  symptom outcornes. Though wping was not 

found to signincantly impact upon outcorne in the examinaton of fit of Joseph et al.'s (1995) 

rnodel, coping subscaies were included in this portion of the d y s i s  in order that the 

co~~tri'butions of specinc coping stratepies to outcorne may be uncovered The importance of 

examimng relationships between subscdes is based on the potentiai clinical utility of identifying 

profiles of coping strategies, event apgraisals, and neuroticism subtypes which are relatcd to both 

positive and negative symgtom outcornes. For example, in deteRlzining what therapeutic 

interventions will be of greatest benefit to a particuiar client, it is not enough to state that 

adaptive coping has a positive relationship with reduced PTSD symptomatology (a relationship 

which couid be identifiecl through pith aaalysis). In order to be clinically useful in targeting 

interventions, specific coping strategies which relate to both positive and negative symptorn 



outcornes must be identifid Once identifie& the presence of these coping -es within a 

client's response repertoire couid be d e d  

Subscaies for each variable were examined in relation to subscales of each other variable 

ushg canonid correlation. The goal of canonid correlation is to analyze the relationships 

between two sets of variables. Canonical correlation assesses the hear combinations for each of 

two sets of (Le., auionid variaies) such that the cornfations between the linear 

. * c o m b ~ o n s  of the two sets are msxunized Th@ i&nti.ficaîion of interrelatiomhips 

between sets of variables subscaies, canonid correlation may be used to ident@ those coping 

which are me1y to W e r  an individual's recovery as weiI as those which may aid 

recovery. Identification of specificaspects of newoticism, and ment appraisais which relate to 

positive and negative symptom outcornes coufd be applied to the formulation of chical 

interventions in a similar fashion 

The main goal of this stage of analysis was to genemte response profiies whkh are 

refated to both positive and negative symptorn outcornes. III order to grnerate such profiles, 

eximhtion of canonical correlations between variable subscdes fmused on answering three 

specinc questions: (a) are there specific wping sbr;rtegies which are associated with positive or 

negative symptom outcomes? @) are there specific coping stmtegies *ch are associated with a 

pariicdar type of event appraisal? or with a specifk profiie of neuroticism subscale scores? and ( 

c) are some neuroticism stibscales (i.e., d e t y ,  angry hostility, depression, seIf-consciousness, 

impufsiveness, and VUltlerability) more strongly related to coping styfe and event appraids than 

others? To provide the reader with a visuai representation of the findings of this stage of 

d y s i s ,  results are depicted in figures 9,10,11 and 12. 
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To examine whether specific coping strategies are associated with positive or negative 

symptom outcornes, canonid wmlation was nrst used to examine the reiatiomhip between a 

set of 8 coping subscaies and the 3 f8Cfors of the TSC-40 with factor 1 king diffefentiated into 

event cognitions and emotional The canomcal correlation showed a signiscaut 

relationship between the two sets of scores F(32,468) = 2.74, p < .W1. Two canonid variates 

were sipniIicaut. The first canonid Vanate explained 2 1.8 % of the on wping 

subscaIes and 54.1 Ymf the variance in symptom outcorne. In accordance with the decision d e s  

outiined by Tabachnick and Fidell(1989) corrdstions between subscales and canonid variates 

(1-) pa te r  than +/- .3 were interpraed In interpreting these loaditlgs it was fomd that 

the nrSt canonical Vanate reflected indiMduaIs who e q p g e d  in less cognitive avoidance (loaduig 

= -.73), emotiod discharge (-.69), acceptance (-.67), and logical analysis (--34) in attempting to 

cope with s e d  abuse and assauit. These individuais reported fewer event cognitions (-.93), 

feurer negative emotiod states (--87)- and fewer s e x d  (-.55) aml somatic (-.49) problems 

following tk abuse incident(s). The second canonid -ate explained 7.0 % of the variance 

on wping subscaies and 25.6% of the variance in symptorn presentatior~ This dimension reflects 

individuak who engaged in less cognitive avoidance (-.43), sought Iess guidance and support 

corn others (-.38), and engaged in Iess problem solvuig behaviour following the abuse/assadt. 

These individds also reported fewer sexual(--71) and somatic (-.71) cornplaints foUowing the 

abuse/assauit 

To examine whether specific wping strategies are associated with a particular type of 

ment appraisai or with a specinc profile of neuroticism subscale scores, the relationsbips 

between the coping subscales and the 3 aspects of ewent appraisal (i-e., intedisaiion, giobality, 



and stability of blame) were assessed It was found that the two sets of variables were 

signincantly related F(32,468) = 1.99, p < -00 1. in examinhg the two sets7 two signifiaint 

canonid were identified The fht vart-ate accounted for 18.4 % of the variance in 

coping and 46.1% of the variance in appmisais. Loadings i n d i 4  that this reflecfs 

individuais dose appraisals are stabie over t h e  (-79) and blame for the abdassault on others 

(-49). Coping strategies associateci with this dimension inclde cognitive avoihce (.85), 

acceptana or resignation (.59), and emotional discharge (-44). The second canonid variate 

accounted for 7.5% of the variance in coping and 20.9% of the variance in appraisals. Coping 

strategies which typined this dimension inc1uded an increase in problem solving (-39, a 

decrease in the use of cognitive avoidance (-.40), logical analysis (-.34), and in the seeking of 

alternative rewards (--34). Appraisals associatcd *th this variate involved high levels of self- 

blame (0.79) and stabiky of appraisais over time (-78). 

F W y ,  this stage of analysis examineci whether some neuroticism subsdes (i.e., 

anxiety, angry hostility, depression, seIf-c0nsciousness7 impuisiveness, and wlnerability) were 

associateci with a specific wping style or fom of event appraippraisal. Canonical correlation was 

used to exBrnine the relationship between a set of 8 coping s&es and a set of 6 neuroticism 

s u b d e s .  The canonicai correlation showed a significant relationship between the two sets of 

Vanables F(48,702) = 1-71, p < -01. One canonid variate was significant. This variate explaineci 

16.3 % of the variance in the coping subscales and 12.6 % ofthe -ance in neuroticism 

subscales. Loadings indicated that this dimension refiected individuais who rated their use of 

cognitive avoidance lower (-.75), and who did not react to the abuse by açcepting it (-5 1) or 

through expressing emotiod feelings (9.57). These individuals reporteci high levels of 



vulnerabiliry (.92), depression (-851, anxiety (-79, and self-consciousness (-69) on neuroticism 

subscales. 

Canonid correlations also revealed that neuroticism SubScaies are Bpnincautiy reIated 

to appraisal subscdes F(24,476) = 1.63, p < -05. One canonid variate was identifieci which 

eccounted for 32.6% of the variance in nemticism and 51.2% of the in appraisals. 

hadkgs i n c i i d  that this dimension is typifïed by bigh levels of siabiiity of appraisals (-82) 

a d  attritbuting the abdassault to otb,em (-62). These high levels of stability and blaming 0th- 

were associaxed with low levels of aiwiety (-.82), m o n  (-.72), impulsiveness (-.55), 

VUhlerabïLity (-S4), and seffkmsciousness. The six neuroticism subscales were atso found to 

have a si@cant rehionship with symptom outcorne F(24,476) = 2.51, p < .W1. Two 

signifiant canonid variates were identifieci. The first of these two d a t e s  8ccounted for 15.4 

% of the variance in nemoticism and 29.5% of the variance in symptom outçome. Loadings 

indicate that this k t  dimension is associated with reports of increased (.34), depression 

(3  l), a d  VUlIlerability and with decreases in irnpulsiveness (-.74) and reports of reduced 

kquency of event cognitions (-.84), negative emotiond mes (-.57), and somatic symptoms (- 

-30). n ie  second canonical variate a c c o d  for 35.3% of the variance in neuroticism subscde 

scores and 47.5% of the variance in symptom outcorne. Loadings on this variate suggest 

increased occurrence of sexual problems (.88), newve emotionaI states (.70), somatic 

cornplaints (.63), and event cognitions (-49) is accornpaaied by demases in reported levels of 

depression (-.94), seIfansciousness (-. 59), amciety (-. S8), vulnerability (-. 54), and 

impuisiveness (--43). 



Discussion 

The main pinpose of this study was to wntnbute to the development of theory 

couceming the process of coping and symptom development among women foUowing sexual 

abuse. .This was accomplished through evaiU8fion of Joseph et al.'s (1995) integdve 

cognitive-behavioiiral model of PTSD, and the testing of two hypothesized modifications to the 

mode4 d e n  applied to a sample of 122 fanale sexual abuse Survivors h m  across Ontario7 

Canada The contrihtions of this study to the literature on PTSD in srirvivors of sexuaf abuse 

are foiafold First, cietaileci ciescri@o~ls of the sample and the characteristics of abuse were 

generated tbaS couid then be compared to the iiterature, to determine the extent to which the 

d t s  of this study are consistent witti previous resean:h Second, it was found that age whea 

nrst abused, euiaicity, and current &unselling sathis had a signincant impact on an individuai's 

response to sexual abuse. Third, Joseph, et ai.% (1995) model of PTSD did not fit the data. 

However, a revis& version ofthe model which incorporated two hypothesized modifications 

did result in a sigoincant fit. Finallys the relatiomhip of specific wping and neuroticism 

subscales to symptom outcorne were identified, 

Descriutors 

In examining descriptors of the sample and the abuse experïenced, it was found tbat 

the most common abuse scenario was severe, involving greater than 50 incidents of abuse which 

began @or to pubetty- Ofthose surveyed, 76.2 % identified their primary abuser as a family 

member, with 85.3% of abusers king male. The present data also suggest that the family 

member most Iikely to perpetnite abuse is a parent or stepparent, accounting for 4 1.8% of the 

I cases in the sample. While the epidemiological literature regarding s e d  abuse confïrms the 



predorninance of male perpetrators, the large proportion of the present sample who reporteci 

abuse by a fiimily manber, partid&Iy a parent or s tepp t ,  is in direct coau;ist to the 

Iiterature. For example. Kirschner7 Kirschner7 and Rappaport (1993) reportecl that ody 16% of 

cases of sexuai abuse are perpetrated by a M y  membery and that only 4.5% of girls are abused 

by a biological fatha or stepfiither. Kirschner et al. (1993) fiuther sEate that uncleniece incest is 

the most common fonn of inûa-fbilial s e d  abuse. 

h addition to sample characteristics *ch may have influenced gen-iiity of the 

findings, an hkmsthg charactenstic of the sample was the high rate of reporthg for suicidd 

ideation and suicide attempts. îümost ail members of the sample (93.4%) reported suicidai 

ideation immediately folIowing the abuse, and approxkmtely haif of the sample (50.0%) 

feported having attempted suicide. These fidings are consistent with the iiterature on the 

proportion of fernale sexual abuse siwivors who will attempt suicide (e.g, Meichenbaum, 

1994). The finding that 93.4% of the sample report suicidal ideation may indicate that fernale 

srirvivors of sexud abuse/assauit are at an extremely high risk for suicidal behaviour. This 

hding has direct implications for the assessment of abuse sdvors.  Specifidy, these data 

' indicate the importance of including an assessment of suicidal ideation and intent in clinical 

' contacts with indïviduals who have been s e d y  ab& 1 
I 

Three sample characteristics were identified that may have impacted upon the findings and 

i reduced the extent to which these findings are comparable to samples used in previous research 
I 
I 

efforts. These characteristics include (1) the unique ethnic wmposition of the sample, (2) the 

level of ducaiion of ample members, and (3) the fkquency with which sampIe mAbers report 

a family history of mentaf illness. 
I 

i 



First, the ethriic composition of the sample was qiiite unique. In the majority of 

epidemiological studies of s e d  abuse, samples are predominrurtly Caucasien (e.g, Draucker, 

1995). In contmsî, the piesent sample contained a large proportion of individuals of Native 

Arnerkan an- (32.0%).Given the potentistl impact of cultural values and context on an 

individd's inteipntaîions of and responses to events (KurÉines, Azrnïtia, & Gewritz, 1992), the 

resuits of this study may not be comparabfe to d t s  ob.tained h m  samples of differkig ethnic 

composition, It is possible that whea examining individuatS7 reactions to sexuai abuse (e-g., 

CO& strate-, forms of event appraisaIs), lack of corisistency between hdings of prewious 

authors and the curremt fkduigs may be a resdt of differing ethnic compositions of the samples 

involveci Despite this potential la& of comperabiiiry, the unique ethnic composition of the 

pPesent m p I e  can also be considerai one of the strengths of this study. Specificaüy, the unique 

ethnic composition of the sample has alIowed the inclusion and examination of resulfs, t h r o w  

descriptive statistics and group comp9nsons, that wodd not have been possible had the sampIe 

been different. 

Second, the average level of e d d o n  in the sample was hi& with the majority of 

respondents (53.2%) completing at least one year of University. The high level of education in 

tbis sample rnay indicate that the findings are not generalizable to samples with significantly 

lower Ievels of formal education. One way in which edudon may have innuend the 

generalizability of the findings is that those with higher Ievels of edwaîion may have been more 

likely to engage in helpseeking behaviour. Ifthis were the case, individuais with higher levels of 

education wodd be increasingly likely to be included in the sample. It d d ,  therefore, be said 

that samples of sexual abuse survivors obtained from mental hedth s e ~ c e  settings, such as 



those used in this study, are not fepre~entative of the population of semai abuse SUrYivors, as a 

whole. Aitematively, W e  educafion level rnay not influence helpseeking 'œhaviom, those 

with higher levefs of education may have been more amenable to *cipalion in a research 

project of this nature. Ifthis alternative interpretation were found to be tnie, the sample used is 

not represeatative of sexual abuse siirvivors contacted through mental heaIth service settiags. 

High levels of edUCELtion may also have influenced the d t s  through participants greater 

f a m i l i e  with the literanire on PTSD and the cornmon sequeIae of sexuaI abuse. 

Genedizations wdd ody be made to sexd abuse survivors in mental health Service setthgs 

with similar Ievels of f o n d  education 

Finally, a M y  history of m d  illness was reported by 68.3% of the sample. fi is 

possible that mental ihess may have played a role in precipitating the perpetration of sexual 

abuse by the memtally ill f h d y  member. That is, it is conceivabIe that a mentally il1 dult family 

member may be more Wrely to perpetnite abuse. It is also possible that a mentally i1I famify 

member may be l e s  likely to acknowledge or attempt to interfere with abuse king peqxtnkd 

by another family member. In this scenario, the mentally il1 individual does not perpetrate the 

abuse, but M e r  inaction may perpetuate the perpetration of abuse by others. A third possibility 

is that sexual abuse by a mentdly il1 family member rnay be perpetuated by the fdure of other 

family members to aclmowledge the abuse a d o r  blame the mentally il1 individual for h i d m  

actions. Fuially, it is aiso possible that, due to a family bistory of mental ibess, individuals may 

be predisposed to react more tlegîatively to sexual abuse. Specifically, in accordance with the 

diathesis-stress mode1 of mental ilhess (Davidson & Nede, 1990), a famiy history of mentai 

ilïness may act as a diathesis, or predisposing factor, that increases the likelihood of an 



individual experiencing mental h d t h  problems following extreme stress- such as sanial abuse. 

Ifthis were the case, individuals with a f k d y  history of m e a d  ihess  may have beea more 

Iikely to corne into contact with mental hedth Services foilowing s e 4  and are, therefore, 

increasingly WEeIy to have been included in the sample. There are a number of ways in which the 

hding of a f d y  history of mental iIJness in a Iarge proportion of sampIe may have influenceci 

the d t s .  For example, the literatiae indiaites aiat having a fàmily member with a mental 

illness is stre&ùi and can redt  in a fjimilid environment that is not conducive to the provision 

of support during crisis (Davidson & Neale, 1992). As a remit, the hdings of the present study 

with regards to the influence of Crisis Support on response to trauma may not be generalizable to 

samp1es thet do not have a -y hisbry of mental ihess. 

Multivariate analysis of variance indiasteci tbat respome to sexuai abuse was 

signincantly Muenced by ethnicity, age at which abuse first occurred, and the type of mental 

health services currently being received. It is important to note that these findiags do not 

establish caudïty of effects. 

Ethnicitv. In examining the effect of ethaicity, it was fomd that Caucasian individuals 

rated themselves iower on use of problem-focused coping stratepies, vulnerability, 

impulsiveness, and self-blame than individds of Native American ancestry. Ifreplicated, üiis 

finding would uKLicate that use of probfem-focuseci coping stratepies, vufnerability, 

irnpdsiveness, and self-blame wodd have to be taken into consideration in the planning of 

dinical assessments and interventions. For example, if Native Arnericam were indeed fomd to 

engage in self-blaming behaviom to a greater extent than Caucasians, titis would point towards 



the use of cognitive straîegies focused upon d u c h g  the extent of self-blame. Additiody, if 

Caud8fls wnc indeed found to engage in prcdominantly problexu-foc& coping strategies, 

mental hedth profèssiods may face mer difEcuIties in bringing these individuals to an 

understanding of their emotionai reactions to s e d  abuse. 

It is also possible that these ciiffierences are a resuit of biases in reporthg Specincally, it 

is possible that Caucasim and Native individds have the same inherent amounts of 

vuherability, impulsiveness, seff-bIame, and pbIem-foc& coping folIowing abuse, but that 

Caucasian individuais have a bias towards social desirability and are, thdore' les likely to rate 

themseIves high on these chaniEterstïcs. Converse1y7 it is aiso possi'bIe that Native individu&' 

ratine may reflect a bias towards over-repoxting of these characteristics In order to cietennine 

whether this type of reporting bias is in operation, future research ou ethnic differences in 

response to se@ abuse shouid include measures which ~ ~ t i a t e  socidy desirable and 

undesirable response styles. Further research should also examine the impact of specific 

cuituraüethnic values and conte* on self-rateci responses to abuse. 

Am- In ùivestisbigating the eff- of age at nrst abuse on response to abuse, it was found 

that those Who were less than 15 years of age when fmt abdassauited rated themselves 

higher on trait amiety and lower on access/availabiMy of social supports. Those in older age 

groups rated themselves in the opposite direction (i-e., lower on trait 8IUEiety and higher on 

access/availabiIity of social supports). These fïndings are in accord with the preponderance of 

literature which identifies anxiety, fear, anger/hostility. and evidence ofpoor social adjusfment 

and distnist of others which precludes the engagement of social supports as cornmon sequelae of 

childhood sexuai abuse (e-g., Beitchmaa & Zucker, 1992; Briere & R m  1993; Meichenbaum, 



1 1994). The litcrature ais0 refiecîs the ctifference between those abused at yoimger vernis older 

1 ages. For example Finkelhor and Dziuba-Leatherrnan ( 1994) report that those Who ex@enœ 

i 
s e 4  assadabuse at a younger age are more distressed and are Iess able to engage social 

supports than those who are assaulted in early aduithd 
I I 

i Clinicai SeMces F3ei.n~: Received In examining the effêct of &ces cuffefltty king - 

received, it was fomd that individuaIs currently in couusehg rated themselves Iower on trait 

I 

; thcmselves higher. Those Who were currently receiving both individuai couaselling and support 
I 

i group Services, end those receiving no cIinid services scoreci moderately on the three variabfes. 

[ Two aiternative interpretations of these hduigs are presented. 

I 

Fixe  it is possible that individuals who seek individual counselling and those who seek 

assistance from support groups dina on trait Ievels of aryciety, depression, and VUlIlerability 

prior to seeking services. Ifthis is the case, then the data could indicate that individuals who are 

more anxious, deptessed, and wlnerable are more likely to be draw towards support group 

services, while those who rate themselves lower on these traits are more Iikely to engage 

individual counse1hg services. 

I Altematively, it is possible that the group diffierences reflect Merences in the effects of 

' individual counselling and support groups. Specificaily, it is possible that, prior to engaghg 

[ clinid services, individuak in counseIIing alone, wutl~elling plus support group, or support 
1 

I i group done are not signifïcantly different fkom those who received no chicaf services. If this 

i werc the case, it wuld then be argued that while individual co~1~1liag reduces self-report4 
1 

i trait depression, and Milnerability, involvement in a support group increases self- i 



reported levels of these traits, and that the combi.naîio11 of the two treatments produces modemte 

scores on these traits. h addition to examining thcse iwo possrïilities, fuatre cesearch should 

examine the potedal effects of stage of treatment process at &ch data are collecteci on self- 

ratings of anxiety, depression and vuinerability this would d o w  researchers to detemiine which 

stages of  a given form of service are rnost helpfiil in reducing ratings on these traits. The 

implications of these altemative interpretations of the findings are examined in the section 

entitled CIinical Implications (see p. 85). In investigaihg the dSerentiaI effectveness of various 

forms of mental hdth services, fimae research should be conducteci to detemine whether 

individual counselling and support groups have Mering effects at outcorne. 

Contrary to the vast msjority of  literaiure ou PTSD following s e 4  assauit/abuse (e.g., 

Meichenbaum, 1994) the MANOVA d t s  of the present study indicated that a survivor's 

relatiomhip to her abuser did noi signincatitly impact on the process of coping and symptom 

development following abuse. ûne potential reason for this contradiction is that, because the 

present study examined the effem of a nimiber of grouping variables on the coping process, the 

variance in response and outcorne that is no&y attri'buted to relationship with the abuser may 

have been better accounted for by some other grouping variable, such as age at which an 

individual was f h t  a b d  It wouid seem plausible îhat, due to increased dependence and 

accessibility, individuais in younger age groups may be more likely to be abused by a fàmily 

member. In the present study relationship to abuser and victim age when abuse began were 

significantly reiated r = .36, p < .O0 1, indicafiflg that as age increased, distance of reiationsbip 

between the vicfim and the abuser dso increased Mean age when abuse perpetrated by nunily 

member began was 7.8 years, while mean age when abuse by a stranger began was 13.9 years. 



This type of relationship between age at first abuse and reIationship to the abuser could account 

for the discrepancy between the findings ofthe present study and the Iiteraaire, as the effect of 

age couid ovenhadow any independent contribution made by relationship to the abuser. 

Modelline Res~0ase to Abuse 

The main contniution of this study is in the testing and modification of an ercisting 

theoretical mode1 of PTSD to de!scrii the process of coping and symptom development 

foflowing s e d  abuse. As a starting point of this stafistical procedure, path andysis examineci 

Joseph et aL7s (1995) integrdive cognitive-behaviod model of PTSD. 

Path analysis indi& that Joseph et a1.b (1995) model did not fit the data 9 (9) = 

24.81, pc .O 1 (see Figure 6). Two modifications to the model were hypothesized. The first 

hypothesized modification was the addition of a path fiom Event Charactenstics to Crisis 

Support. In their discussion of Crisis Supporf Joseph et al. (1995) note the general agreement in 

the iiterature that greatcr avaifability of social support is predictive of reduced rates of PTSD 

symptomatnlogy (e.g, Jones & Barlow, 1990; Solomon, 1986). However, some traimiatic eveuts, 

such as sexud abuse, can be stigmatizing and elicit s h h g  or avoidance responses by 

members of the sociai support network (Wortman & Lehmari, 1985). It was thezefore 

hypothesized that increased availability of social supports wodd be associateci with maladaptive 

appraisai of the abuse went In accordance with the litemtwe, dmaladaptive Appraisals were 

identified as appraïsals of self-blame (e.g, Wyatt, Newcome7 & Notgrass, 199 1). The addition of 

this path is supported by the literature on response to sexuaI abuse. hclusion of this path in the 

mode1 was also supported by modification indices. Modification indices also identified the need 

to add a patb fkom Pefsondity to Event Characteristics. As ail measures in this study were self- 



reports7 this path can be seen to qxesent the role played by personality and prior experience in 

shaping one's perception of events. ' 

In examinuig the second hypothesized modification to the modei, Joseph et aL (1995) 

indicafe that the characteristics of a tramatic event will have a direct effect on only one 

Event Cognitions. However' some of sexd abuse scerianos are believed to 

have a direct Muence on other variabies pfe~ented in the model. For exampIe, amount of force 

used by the perpetrator and extent of the abuse have been linked to engagement of social 

support. As i n d i 4  by W m  Newcomb7 and Notgrass (199 I), increaSing level of force used 

by a perpetrator was si@cantiy related to increasingly negative reactiom of others to the 

disclosure of abuse. It was, therefore, hypothesized that higher scores on Event Characteristics 

(Le., increased force and eaent of abuse) would result in increased engagement of social 

supports. As prevïously noted, this hypothesis was nipported by the second aiteration to Joseph 

et d ' s  (1995) mode1 baseci upon modificaiîon indices* the addition of a path nom Event 

Characeristics to Crisis Support 

Atter the addition of patbs suggested by modification indices7 each insignificant path 

which remaineci in the mode1 was individdy removeci. Removai of each insipnincant pôth was 

found to increase the value of kd and its associatcd p due. The mode1 which resuited fit the 

data well GFI = .WO, 2 (13) = 13.41, p > .4 (see Figure 7). This model indicates that symptom 

outcornes (i-e., Event Cognitions and Emotional States) were iduenced by other model 

variabtes in a number of ways. F ira  greater force and extent of abuse (Event Characteristics) 

d t e d  in a -ter fquency and Wety of symptoms of re-experiencing the abuse (Event 

Copniti011~)- As summanPd by Meichenbaum (1994), increased severity of abuse (dufafion, 



frecpencies, more intrusive s exd  acts, and use of threat of force) is essociated with p r e r  

symptom outcorneses While a direct relaiionship betweea prïor experience (Persodty) and 

intrusions (Event Cognitions) was not supporta previous e-ences did influence Event 

Cognitions indirectly b u g h  interpretation of Event Characferistics. This ThisGading conesponds 

wiUi statements of Joseph et al. (1995) that T m t i c  cognitions. . . will idiosynddy 

reflect the individual's prior experience and the specific components of an event "@.517), and 

that "in6rusive ideation is, thexefore, ïdïuenced by personaüty amVor repfesentations o f  earlier 

experiencen (p.5 17). 

In a c c o r ~ c e  with Joseph et al. (1995), who stated tbat Event Cognitions form the k s  

of fMher cognitive activity calied Amsais, is the finding that increased Evemt Cognitions 

were associated with ApPrasais of self-blame. In discussing Appraisalsy Joseph et al. (1995) 

assert that appraisals are thoughts about the information depicted by Event Cognitions which 

draw extcnsively and consciousIy on past representations of e-ences ancüor aspects of 

persodty. P h  in the mode1 replicaîe this proposed relationship as seen by the direct path 

fkom Persodty to Appiaisal, as weU as an indirect Iink nom Perso~lItlity to AppraisaIs through 

the influence of Event Characteristics on Event Cognitions. 

Increased reports of Event Cognitions and Appraids of blame to oîhen were associateci 

with reduced negaîive Emotiooal States. A number of indirect effects on Emotional States were 

found First, those who experienced fewer and less severe Event Cognitions showed a tendeacy 

to blame others which is, in tm, associd with increased reports of negative Emotiond 

States Second, increased Crisis Support wss associated with Appraisals of self-blame and., 

therefore, with fewer reports of negative Emotional States. FinalIy, increased l d s  of 



neuroticism (Persodity) were aswciated with increased Appraiisals of blame to others and is, 

therefore, iinked to increased negative Emotional States fouowing abuse. It is important to note 

that each of the indirect reIationships noted abuve are mediated by Appraisal of bIame towards 

others. This is consistent with the work of Wiener (1985). Who suggcsts that negative exnotionai 

states such as anger and rage are experienced in the context of extemally contn,Ued outcornes 

(Le., extend amibutions of cause, blamllig of others). As noted by Riggs, Dancu, Gershuny, 

Greenkg, and Foa (1992) blaming of others leads to emotional states of rage and anger, which 

are neqUenty reportai by survivors of assault, aiad &ch may lcad to the deveIopment and 

maintenance of PTSD. 

In addition to comparing the modifled mode1 to the mode1 pro@ by Joseph et al. 

(1995), it is of interest to examine the modified modd in light of other literahne on PTSD. For 

exampIe, Blank (1993) and Horowitz (1980,1986) concur that intrusive cognitions7 such as 

flashbacks and nightmares (i-e., Event Cognitions) represent a nonnal tesponse to trauma which 

aliows the individual to p r w  the trauma and thereby lessen other aegative symptomatology. 

As indicated by the paîh fiom Event Cognitions to Emotiod States7 increases in the experience 

of Eveat Cognitions are associated with a decrease in negative Emotional States. In support of 

the assertions of Horowitz (1980,1986) and Blank (1993), suggest that this hding may be 

interpreted as indicating that processing traumatic information at a hi& level (Le., scoring high 

on Event Cognitions) resuits in a lessening of other negative symptomatology (i.e., ne@ve 

Emotiod States). 

In discussing the 'powerful nature' of emotions that can be evoked by the amd of a 

traumatic evemt Horowitz (1980, 1986) impiies that those appraisals which challenge our basic 



8ssumptions (schemata) increase the occurrence of such emotions. One basic assumption which 

. . 
may be chdenged by the expaïence of sexual abuse is the illusion of s e L f - c o u t r o V ~ o ~ ~  

Langer d Rodin (1976) suggests tbat individuah often operate mder an illusion of contro17 

which is beiieved to promote psychologid weU-being, mental hdth, and recovery from ïilness 

(e-g, Taylor & Brown, 1988). When an individual is sexually abused, the abuse experience 

challenges that.individualYs assimiptions of selfcon~ovdeterdeterrnination, leading to perceptions of 

helplessness (Resnick & Newton, 1992). Perceptions of helpfessness are typ idy  associated 

with attnhtions of blame to others @avidson & Nede* 1990). In the modifïed mode1 generaîed 

in this shadyI Appraisal of b h e  to &ers (i-e., chailenging of assmnptions of self-control) were 

8ssociated with an increase in the aeqVency d -ety of negaiive Emotiod States. Though 

sorne sîudïes (eg, Wyaü, ~ewcomb, & Notgrass7 1990) associated negative emotionai outcornes 

with sewbIame, the resuits of the present stuciy support the hding of Tennen and Afneck 

(1990)- that blaming others is essociated with poorer emotional adjustment, through the 

challenging of one's basic assualptions, a mechankm proposed by Horowitz (1980.1986). 

Subscde Relationshi~s 

When eXSIIIUIXed as a single co11sauct in Joseph et d.'s (1995) modela Coping was not 

fouud to significantly iafIuence other variabIes in the model. Howwer, as noted by Joseph et al. 

(1996) attitudes towards emotional expression are able to predict a~xiety symptoms "over and 

above scores of perceptions of helplessness.." ( p.9). Tbû wodd indicate that some specific 

coping strategies may have e f f e  on symptom outcorne which exceed the effeçts of event 

Appraisals (i.e., appraisaIs of helplessness/self-blame), which was rdained within the model. 

Indeed, analysis of the data indiateci that specific coping subdes are with positive 



and negaîive symptom outcornes. bwer mîiqp of cognitive avoidance, emotional discharge, 

acceptance/resigDation, and logical d y s i s  were associated with lower scores on Event 

Cognitions, negative Emotional States, s e d  pbiems,  and somatic cornplaintS. Those Who 

engaged in less cognitive avoidance, support seebg and problem solving behaviom also 

reported f i  sexual or somatic compIaints following the abuse/assauit. Interesting[y, ,the 

finding that low scores on emotioaal discharge are with lower mhgs on symptom 

d e s  (i-e., Event Cognitions, Emotiod States, somatic complaints, sexuaI problems) replicate 

the fcrndings of by Joseph, et al. (1996), that 10- scores on aîtitudes towards emotiod 

expression, indicatîng more n e m e  anitudes towards this coping snategy, werr associatexi with 

higher symptom scores. These data also provide some replication of previous evidence that 

intrusions (Event Cognitions) are independent of the use of cognitive avoidance (Williams, 

Joseph & Yule, 1993; Joseph et al., 1996). 

In terms of persodity subscafes, d e d  levels of depression, seIf-~~f lSCio~~~less~ 

anxiety, vulnefability7 and impulsiveness were ~ssociated with increased sexuaI and somatic 

complainîs, negative Emotiod Sîaks, and Event (3gniti0ns~ Conversely, increased anxiety, 

depression, and vuinerability aad dccreased impulsiveness were associated with reduced reports 

of event Cognitions, negative Emotional States, and somatic symptoms. In addition, low ratîngs 

on trait anxiety, depression, impulsiveness, vulnerability, and self-~~nsciousness were associated 

with stable attributions of blame to others. These fïndings are consistent with the literature7s 

identrficafion of depression, d e t y ,  impulsivemess, and feelings of estrangement and self'- 

consciousness as characteristics cornmon to those who have surviveci a traumatic experience 



(e-g, Davidson & Neale, 1990). VuInerabiIiity has been specifically linked to victims of sexual 

abuse (Resick, Veronen, Calhoun, Kil*ck & Atekeson, 1986). 

-Cd h ~ l i d 0 n ~  

In examining the implications o f  this study for c i i n i d  8ssessment and interventions, the 

descriptive characteristics of the sarnple, and their potential impact on generdizabiliity, must be 

considemi- Specifically, the ethnie composition, hi& level of education, and nequent reports of 

a f d y  history of mental illness in the sample may have influenceci the resdts to the cent thai 

the process of coping and symptom deve1opment that wae found in this sample is not the same 

as what would have been found in samples of difEering.ethaicity, educaton Ievel, a d o r  family 

history. For example, it is possible that indnriduals with higher levels o f  education may be more 

aware of the fiiterature on the a f h h t h  of sexual assault and may, therefore, respond to s e d  

assault in a différent m e r  than &ose with lower levels of  education Despite this cautionary 

note, the importance of these hdings to dinical practice shoufd be examined 

Almost al1 members of the sample (93.4%) reported suicidal ideation Mmediately 

foiIowing the abuse, and approximately half of the sample (50.0%) reported having attempted 

micide. This hding has direct implications for the assessment of abuse siirvivors. For example, 

these data indicate the importance of inc1irding an assessrnent of Sucidal ideation and intent in 

clinical contacts with individds who reports a history of  s e d  abuse. 

The results of MANOVA must be repficated and investigaiion of the causal Iinks 

between ethnicity, age at which abuse first occurred, and s d c e s  king received must be 

conducted. If M e r  investigation were to reveal that these factors influence the process of 

coping and symptom development, the implications for clinid assessment and intervention 



would have to be considered. For example, if it is shown that individual counselling &ces tmit 

anxiety, Qepression, and MlInerabiiity, while involvement in a support group does not lower 

these traits7 clinicat practke would be Muencd in a nimiber of ways. First, clients seeking 

therapeutic services as a means for r e d d g  symptomaf~fogy may need to be appriseci of the 

relative benefits of individual therapy. Second, findings of this nature could impact on policies 

regardhg the f'unding of commumty mental hedth programs7 as goveruments awl health 

irismance companies are Wrely to provide the greetest h d i n g  to programs which have been 

fomd most effective. Third, it migbt be shown that individuais Who attend support p u p s  dtffer 

on trait leweis of aaxiety7 deprwsion, and vuinerability fiom those who seek individuaI 

counsehg prior to seeking such services. Ifthis were the case, c h d  research couid examine 

how these traits influence individual and group therapy processe~ and outcornes. 

In examining the fesults nom canonid comlations, it was found that decreased trait 

tevds of depression, self-consciousness, aruciety7 vuinerabiiay, and impulsiveness were 

8ssociated with increased symptomsitnlogy (Le., Event Cognitions, negative Emotiod Staîes7 

somatic cumplauits, and s e d  problems). levels on these traits were also associated with 

stable attn'buîions of self-blame. InterestingIy7 if high Ievels of trait mciety7 depression, and 

, vulnerabiiay were present, a daxeased level of impulsiveness was associated with reductions in 

Event Cognitions and somatic cornplaints Though fllrther research is required to establish the 

causal nature of these relatiomhips, it wodd appcar that ratine of negative symptom may be 

more e f f i v e l y  reduced if interventions focus on reducing impulsiveness, as  opposed to 

, focusing on changing levels of anxiety7 depression, or wlnerability. 

A decrease in symptom8fology (e-g., Event Cognitions, negative Emotiooal States, 



sexuai problems, and somatic complaints) was aiso associated with l e s  cognitive avoidancez 

emotiod discharge, acceptance/res~pnation, and 1ogÎcai analysis of the abuselassault In 

addition, reports of reduced cognitive avoidance, support seeking and prob1em solving 

behaviours were awxiated with fewer s e d  or somatic cornplaintS. These hdings two 

aitemative inteqmtations which have implications for c l i n i d  practice. The fïrst interptetation 

wggests that cognitive avoidance, exnotional discharge, logical analysis, acceptandresignation, 

support seelong, and problem solving act as a b f i r  to reduce negative syrnptomrrtnlogy. Ifthis 

suggestion was supporte& clinicians who work with survivors of s e d  abuse could target these 

coping mechanhm as a means to change syrnptomatology. For exampIe, a cognitive therapist 

may focus on teacbing slrills which allow the srnvivor to engage in cognitive avoidrmce or 

Iogical d y s k  of thoughts relatext to the abuse. A second inkrpretation suggests that pemns 

who expience Iess symptomatology following abuse do not engage! in these coping sbrategies 

because their Iower levels of symptomat010gy result in a reduced need to actively employ such 

coping strategies. This impiies that individuais who have less symptomatology are less Iikely to 

engage in aüempts to cope with existing symptoms and are therefore less likely to seek mental 

health seivices. As a resuit, individuah with less symptomatology than was reported by the 

sampIe were less likely to be in contact with mental health services and less likely to have been 

given the opportunity to participate in this study. 

uiterestingly, the mode1 indicated that increased reports of Event Cognitions wem 

associateci with reduced negaîive Emotionai States. In regards to clinical @ce, this fidùig 

raises the question 'Reduction of wbïch aspect of symptorimtology should be the focus of 

dinical intewention?' Accorchg to Joseph, et al. (1995) Event Cognitions are iconic 



repiresentations of Event Stimuli. Due to their overwhelmuig nature, these representations are 

held in active memory for fbther conscious processing. As descr i i  by Horowitz (1 986), 

trarmiatic events must be processed in small and discrete portions that aIiow the individual to 

maintain e q d i i u m .  The pmceshg of Event Stimuli as Event Cognitions is g e n d y  thought 

to take the fom of intnisive thougMs and behaviours (e-g., dreams, flashbacks) (Herman, 1992; 

Joseph et al., 1995). Withui this cuntext, a high fresuency of Event Cogmtions can be interpreted 

as meauhg that the individual is processing information about the traumatic event at a high nite. 

While an individual who fiequenfly processes information about the tnumiatic ment wodd 

d i b i t  Posteairniatic symptomatoIogy in the fom of Event Cognitions, the negative Emotional 

States which have been Linked to an inabiiity to process and cope with trauma are less likely to 

be evident, Given this interpretation, the theoretical role played by Event Cognitions in the 

processing of traumatic information wouid seern to be upheld In terms of c l i n i d  practice, this 

inteqretation of the fïndings brings into question the benefit of techniques and/or approaches 

which focus on the reductioa of intrusive symptomatology such as Bashbacks and nightmares. 

However, Event Cognitions such as flashbacks and nightmares are extremely disturbing 

symptoms. Perhaps rather than abandoning techiques which focus on relief of these symptoms, 

clinicians should continue to use these techniques, but temper their use with an understanding of 

the role Event Cognitions appear to play in the processing of event related stimuli. 

Reactions and Limitations 

In g e n d  the response to this M y ,  both fiom practitioners and s e 4  abuse survivors, 

has been overwhelmingly positive. However, despite this positive respowe and the potential 

clinicai utility of the findings, this study has a number of Iimitatious which point the way to 



ftmm reseerch initiative. The foiiowing pafagraphs examine qualiEative data coiîected f?om 

participants which reflect their response(s) to the study. The main limitations of this stuc$ will 

be outlines and -011s for future research to overcome these shortcomuig wiIi be examine& 

Despite the diffjicuIt nature of  the subject matter, written comments received from 

participants indicated an overwheimingly positive response to this study- Seventeen respondents 

(13.9?%) took the oppommity to provide written comments/clarificatiom regardhg their 

responses and d o n s  to the study. Typid of these comments are the following excerpts: 

'"Thank you for caring enough to even ssk the questions.." and Though at times 1 was uusure 

how to answer, I'm happy to have had the opportunity ofprticipng in this stuciy..." . These 

respomes seem to iadicafe that s e d  abuse siavivors are receptve to projects of this nature. 

The one negative comment made regarding the stuciy objezted to the language used by the 

Coping Respo~lses hventory (Moos, 1993). in wfiich responses were made in refereace to r t ie  

problem" rather ?han %e s e d  abuse incident(s)". 

Though this project coatnautes to the litexatm and development of theory about s e d  

abuse, it dso has a number of limitations. First, because data were coilected using a survey 

method, dl information which was cdlected was retrospcctive. As such, this research cannot go 

beyond its cross-sectio~lial design to examine how the process of coping and symptom 

development progres over time. Therefore, M e r  research should include longmiciinal analysis 

of Joseph et aL's (1995) modef, as well as the revised mode1 presented by this shidy. Such an 

analysis wodd aüow for exBcldination of the bi-dirwtional effects which were proposed by 

Joseph et al. (1995). For example, in descrriing their mode1 Joseph et al. (1995) state that an 

individual's initial appraisals of a traumatic event elicit attempts to engage coping strategies. 



The engagement of coping is then said to alter the individuai's appraisais. It is infèrred thai the 

bidirectiod nature of this relatiomhip (ide., fiom appraisal to wping to appraisal) occurs over 

tirne. The data wllectwl in this study are cross-Secfionid, meaning that data were w l l d  on 

onIy one occasion, in refefence to oniy one tirne perid As a r d t  the temporal relationship of 

variables could not be directly examine& By implementing Iongrnidinal research, in which data 

are coliected fiom each participant on more than one occasion, changes in the interreiatiouships 

of model variables aciross time codd be examhed. 

Second, due to the high ievel of formai educafion and the ethnic composition of the 

sample, generalizability to other ~8mpIes may be limiteci The unique ethnic composition of the 

sample dowed the identification of signincant differences on Ievels of vuinerability, 

impuisiveness, self-blame, and use of problem-focused coping strategies found when comparing 

those of Native Amencan and Caucasian ethnicity. The fin- of these sipnincanf differe11ces 

suggests that, if the mode1 wexe tested and modif?ed separateIy for simples of Native and 

Caucasian individuais, it is possible that the quaiitative Merences in how these populations 

cope may be identifTed (e.g, piiths present in t&e mode1 for Native Arnericans may be absent in 

the mode1 for Caucasians). Uafortunately, the present samp1e did not contain a sufficient number 

of individuah of Native American ance~fry to perform such a cornparison 

F W y ,  due to the relatively small sample, analysis of the mode1 was limited to path 

analysis. Path d y s i s  involves examination of the intemdationships between the variables in a 

modei, with each model variable is seen as a unitary c o n ~ t ~ c t  which is indicated by a single 

measured variable. Thus, in using path anaiysis the present study asigueci a single score to each 

mode1 variable. As seen in cornparison of the importance of coping as a uniw construct in the 



path mode1 and the importance of individual coping stmtegies in canonid comIations, an 

adysis of the mode1 which took subscale scores into coosideration may have been more 

appropriale- One m d o d  which would d o w  an examimiion of the conb.i%utions of 

variable subscales is stnictural equation modehg (SEM). In contrast to paîh andysis, SEM 

does wt see mode1 variables as unitary constructs with oniy one m e d  variable. On the 

wntrary, in SEM each modd can be seen as a latent variable which has a number of 

indiCafors. For example, in SEM coping would be undersfood as an UnderIying latent constnict 

which cannot be directiy meesured, but which can be inférred fkom performance on a measmeci 

variables, such as coping subscaies. In the context of SEM performance on a mzasure of coping, 

and tberefore on the sobscales of that measure, are believed to be caused by the underlying latent 

constwt, top@ La the context of testing Joseph et aL's (1995) rnociel, pi& auaiysis required 

the estimation of 1 1 parameters. Application of SEM to testing this mode1 wodd requk the 

replacement of the unitary m d  variables used in this mdy by latent vzuiables with multiple 

iudicators. As stated by Raykov (1994), in using Stnictural Equation Modelling (SEM) rnethods, 

sample s k  must be at least five times greater than the nimiber of fine model parameters behg 

estimated The -pie collecteci in this study would, therefore, ody be adequte to testing a 

mode1 with a maximum of 24 parameters to be estimated. 

Conclusions 

This study represents an effort to advance the development of theory on the process of 

coping and symptom development following se& abuse. As a means of describing the process 

of coping and symptom development foiiowing sexuai abuse, the modifïed model indicates that 

increased severity ofre-experiencing (Le., ment cognitions) is dircctly linked to inrxeased force 



and extent of abuse. Increased seventy of event cognitions was indirectly tinked to incfeased 

levels ofneuroticism, mediated by force and extent of abuse. Presence of negative exnotional 

states following abuse wes directly Iînked to increased levels of self-bame regarding the abuse 

and r e d d  fkquemcy/extent of event Cogmti~ns~ Increased negative emotiond States was 

indirectly ünked to increased neumticiism, m i u d  8ccessing/aV8i18biiity of crisis supports, and 

increased force and extent of abuse. Ifrepiicated, the modined mode1 which was genecafed 

wuld provide a context for understanding the individual Merences and cornmonalties in 

psychologicai response patterns which foiiow sexual abuse. The model aiso provides a 

theoreticai fiamework for assessing and understanding. the unique ways in which individuais 

make sense out of and adapt to their sexuai abuse eXpenences. Iftaken one step m e r ,  this 

couid result in theory-based approaches to therapeutic interventions. 

While it is important to the deve10pent of assessment and treatment protocols to note 

those cornmonalties of response to abuse across individuais, it is also important to note that 

traumatic events are experienced by individds and that these events occur within the context of 

systems of meaning which are unique to the individual. 
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ln reference to sexual abuse episode(s) have you evec 

1 - Had saaml i m  with a man when you both wanted to? YES NO 

2 Had a man mMn&qmt the ievei of sexuai immacy you 
deshd? YES NO 

3. Been in a situation whem a man was so sexually aroused 
y o u f e i t i t w a s ~ d o s t o p  him eventhcnghyoudidn't 
want 60 have sexual intsrewrse? E S  NO 

6. Found out oiat a man had obtaimâ sewal indercourse 
with you by sayins aiings he d i i Y  mal& mean? E S  NO 

7. Been in a sihiation wfiere a man used some degree af 
physicafforeetotrybornakeyouerigageinkissing 
or peüing when you âiinY want do? 

8- Been in a sitmtbn where a man fried to get sexual 
intemume with you whm you didn't want to by 
threaferung do use physical forœ if yw didnY cwpmte, 
butforvariousreasonssexrralintercourse~idnatacair? 

9, Been in a situation W w e  a man used some degree of 
physhf~totrytogetywtohavesexwlinfercourse 
witti him when you didn't want to, but for various reasons 
m a i  intercourse did not occur? YES NO 

1 1. Had sexual intercourse wioi a man wtien y w  didn't want 
to because he used some degree of ph- fbœ? YES NO 

12. Been in a situation wtiere a man obtained semai ads 
with you such as anal or oral intemurse uhen you 
didn't want b by using thmats or phNd force? YES NO 

13- Have you ever been raped? YES NO 



Additionai Circmmtmce. and Susce~titbilitv Items 



My abuse was perpetratied by (ci& al1 that am): 

What was the -mum number of rapes which occurred per abuse episode? 

1. on0 
2, &KI 
3. ttiree 
4. four 

5. five 
6.fivetoten 
7. ten or more 

The abus8iassauIt episode(s) covered: 

1.1 day 
2, i mm 
3.1 year 
4.1 to5years 
5.5 to myeam 
6. more than 10 years 
7. uncertain 

Oiâ you contact the authorities (e-g., police, m e r ,  sexual assauff crisis centre, d m )  within one 
year Mer !he abuse? 

Did the authorities who became invdved react positbely or negativefy to your disdosure? 

How much time passed bdwmn the abuse episode(s) and when you first told someone of the abuse? 



3- 1 year 7, Uncertain 
4.1 to5years 

The reacüon of this inciinriduai to my disdosum was: 

IatncunenCty: 1.OnawaitirrgTistforcounseiling 
2 R- -ring 
3. ReaMng courrselrarg and invohred in a su- group 
4, In a support gmup 
5. Neithsr on a waiüng Est, in counseiling, or in a gmup 

ff you am airrientfy in counselling or have raceived counselling in the past, appmxirnateiy how much time 
have yw qmnt in c o u ~ n ~ ?  

1. less than one month 
2. 1 to 6 months 
3.6to f2months 
4.12 to 24 months 
5. m m  than 24 moriths 

How old were you when you wem first aôused/assauited: years 

ûoes your farnify have a history of merrtal itlness? 

YES NO 

Did you ever se& the services of a mental h e m  profbssional More the assaun/abuse (e.g., psychologist, 
psychiabist, social-, cowwelkr)? 

YES NO 

If yes, have you ever been given a psychiaaic diignosis? 
YES NO 

Have you wer mceived psyd~otmpic dmg therapy? 

YES NO 

Have you ever had thoughts of suicide? 

YES NO 

Have you ever attempted suicide? 

YES NO 



Appendix C 

NEO-PI Neuroticism Items 



Pkase read each of the foaowing items carefuliy and arde the one ansuver that best 
corresponds to your agreement or disagreement 

13- 1 tarely feel fearful or anxious SA A N D SD 
14.1 am known as hot blooded and . 
quidt-tempered SA A N D SD 
15.1 am seldom icad ordepmssed SA A N D SD 
16. At times I have been so ashamed 1 just 
wanted to hide SA A N D SD 
17.1 have liie diculty misting temptaYjon SA A N D SD 
18. Wher, under a gmat deal of sûws, 
someümes f h l  like I am going to piecss SA A N 0 SO 

19. Ia rnofkntens8andj~  SA A N O SD 
20. lamnotcoiuidersdtoucttyortemperamental SA A N D SD 
21.1 have someürnes felt a deep sense of guiit or 
sinfulness SA A N D SD 
22 It doesri't embarrass me if people ridicule or 
teaseme SA A N O SD 
23. When I have my favourite foods, I tend to eat 
too much SA A N D SD 
24.1 keep a cool head in ernergencies SA A N D SD 

25. t'm seldom apprehensive about the Mure SA A N D SD 
26.1often~dïedwithpetop~elhawto 
deal with 
27. 1 tend to b&me myseff when anything 
goes wrong 
28.1 often feel inferior to others 
29.1 seldom give in to my impulses 
30. Ks Men hard for me to make up my rnind 

31.1 oftm worry about things that might go wrong SA A N D SD 
32. It takes alot to pet me mad SA A N D SD 
33.1 have a low *nion of myself 
34.1 feel cornfortaMe in the pmsenœ of 
bosses or other authonües 
35.1 -mes eat tnyseif si& 



37.1 have îbumr fears ttiarr most people SA A N D SD 
38.Att im65Ihavs~~orr ibseri t ful  SA A N D SD 
39. Sometimesthings lo&QrettyMeakanâ - SA A N D SD 
40. K I have saidldone the w m g  thing to someone, 
I cari hardiybeatfbfaœthemagain SA A N D SD 
41.1 dotttingson impulse I Merregret SA A N D SD 
42 When evsrything sesms to go mwig I can 
still rnake good decisims SA A N D SD 

43. Frightm-tlg thougMs someti-mes mm8 
into my head SA A N D SD 
44. Even rninor.annoyances cari fnrstrate me SA A N D ÇD 
45. f00 afteri, when QO WïOflg, 1 gût 
di iumged and fed Wre giving up SA A N O SD 
46.whenpeopleIknawdofoorithi~. Igei 
e m ~ f o r a i e m  SA A N O SD 
47. I'rnahnaysablstoltsspmyhdingsin c m t d  SA A N D SD 
48. I'm pmüy staMe emotiorralfy SA A N D SD 



AppendixD 

Event A d s a l s  



1) What â i i  you believe to be the major cause of the abuse/assault at the time it ocairriad? 

2) Is the cause of the abuse/assauff due to someaiing about p u  or to something about the other peopk or 
ciccurrutances immhd? (cirde one) 

Total@ due to Total@ due to 
ottrerpopbor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  me 
drcumsfaclœs 

3) Is the cause of the abuJe/assauît something whieti nifluencetd only the abuseiassauff or does it also 
infiuencs dhet parb of your r i ?  

4) In ttie Mu=, if you are again the vidm of abuseJassault, will the cause(s) you noted above again be 
pressntir 

What do you feel is the major cause of the event Write this cause in the bfank providedvided Ansuiier the 
questioris about the abuse/8ssauff and the cause you have identified as you feel at the p m n t  time. 

5) What do yau beiieve to be the major cause of the abdassauff at the present time? 

6) Is the cause of the abusdassauft due to something about you or to something about the otfier people or 
am- involved? (arde one) 

Totaliy due to Totaiiy 
otherpeopleor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 due to me 
arcumsfanc8s 



7) Is the cause of aie abuse/assauit something which infiUBCICBd on& the abUS8/asauff or does it also 
influeme ottier parts of your T h ?  

Inn- . . 
many- 
in my i Ï Ï  

8) In the Murie, if you are agah the vidim of abuse/assauit, will the cause(s) yw noted above again be 
presenfl 





I On the accompanying answer sheet, phase fiIl in your gender, age, marital status, 
ethnic grwp, and education (number of years completed). Please mark al1 your 
answem on the answr sheet Do not write in this M e t  I 

Citde 'W if your mponse is OEFINiTElY NO. 
Ci- "MN" if your response is MAlNLY NO. 
CiFde "MY" if yMJr response is MAlNLY YES. 
Cirde 'DY" if ywr mponse is DEFlNiTELY YES. 

1. Hava y w  ever faced a proMem like tbis befwe? 

2- ûid p u  know this problem was gaing to occur? 

3. ûid you have enough time to get ready to handie this problem? 

4. When this pmbfern occurred, did you think of it as a threat? 

5. When this problern ocairred, did you thinic of it as a challenge? 

6. Was this pmblem caused by something you did? 

7. Was this proMan caused by someaiing sorneorre else did? 

8. Did anything good corne out of dealing with this problem? 

10. H the proMem has been worZred out, did it turn out al1 rigM for you? 

Part 2 - 
Read each item carefully and indi ie  how often you engage in that behaviour in conriedion with the 
problern you describeci in Part 1. Cirde the appropriate response on the anmm sheet: 

Cirde "N" if your response is NO, Not at dl. 
Cide "O" if your response is YES, Gme or Twice, 
Cirde "S" if pur  response is YES, Sometimes. 
Cirde "F" if your response is YES, Fairiy often, 

fhem are 48 items in Part 2. Remernber to mark al1 your answers on the answer sheet. Please an-r 
eadi item as accurateiy as you cm. Alf your mswem are strictfy oorifidentiat. If you do nat vvish to anrniver 
an item, please cide the number of that item on the ansurer sheet ta indicate you have decideci to skip it If 
an item does not apply to you wnte NA (NOT APPLICABLE) in the box at the rQht of tfm number fbr that 
item. If you wish to change an answef, make an X thrwgh your original ansuier and cirde the new ansuiier. 
Note that answrs are numberied acioss the rows on Part 2 of the answer sheet 



, 1.DidyouttiirikofdrffereritwaystodealwiaithepmMem? 

2 Did yx~ tell yowse(f thhgs to make yourse(f fed beü& 

3. Did yau taik wiüi your spouse or osier refative about the prob(em? 

4. Didyournakeaplanofadionand~it3 

5. ûiûywtrytoforgetaboutthew)iolething? 

6 , D i d y o u W t h a t t u n e m n r l d & a ~ W m ~ a i i ~ t o d o w a s w a i t ?  

7. Dfd you fry to help oçtiers deai witfi a simiiar pmthrn? 

8. Did you take it out on others when you felt angry or depressedi' 

17. Did you go over in p u r  mind what you wld Say or do? 

18. Did you üy to see the good side of the situaüon? 

19. Did yau taik with a profiiessional person (cg, dodor, lawyer. dergy)? 

20. Did you decidewhatyou wanted and tryhard to get it? 

21. Did you daydream or imagine a better time or place than the one you were in? 

22. Did you think that the outcome would be cîecided by fate? 

23. Did you try to make new tiends? 

24.DidyoukeepawayfrwnpeUpleingememi? 

25. Did you try to anücipate how fhings wwld  tum out? 

26. Did you think about how you were much better off than people with similar problems? 

27. Did yw seek M p  fiom persons or gmps with the same type of problem? 

28. Didyw tryat leasttwodiffereritvmysto~e ttie pmblem? 

29. Did you try to put off thinking about the sihiatiori, even though you knew you would have to at some 

poinî? 

30. Did you accept it; nothing could be done? 

31. Did you read more often as a source of enjoyment? 

32. Did you yell or shout to let off steam? 

33. Did you try to find some personal rneaning in the situation? 

34. Diâ you tryto tell yaunelfthatthingswwldget beü& 

35. Did you try to find out mom about the situation? 

36. Did you try to leam to do more things on your OWI~? 



41- Did yw try to anticipate the new demands that would be placed upon pu? 

4 2  Did yw think about how Ws event owld chang8 ywr l i  in a positive way? 
43. Did you pray fbr guidance &or strength? 

44. Did you take things a &y at a tirne, om step at a time? 

45. DidywtrytodenyhowseriowtheproMern reallywas? 

46. Did~Iosehopethatthingsuiouldeverbeaiesame? 

47- Did you tum to wwk or other actMties to help you manage things? 

~ . D i d y w d o ~ f h a t y o u ~ Y ~ n i o u l d w w k . b u t a t l e a s t y o o u m ~ e d o ù i g s o m a h i ~ ?  

Part 3 

Answier the fidiowing items in the same way as those in Part 2. 

1 . Did you use abhol, dmgs, or other substances as a means of coping? 

N= NO, Not at ail. 
O= YES, Onoe or Twice. 
S= YES, Sometimes. 
F = YES, Fairly often. 

2. Did you engage in sexual adMties which were more pmmicuous 
than prievious adivities? 

N= NO, Not at all. 
O= YES, Once or Twice. 
S= YES, Sometimes. 
F= YES, Fairly often. 





Think of hose family members, fnenâs, and others fhat y w  tumed to for help, advice, and 
support fallowing the sexual abus8/assauit Rate each of the fillowing support quesüons on a 
seven-point sale ranging from 'never' (f ) to 'ahmys' (7). 

1. Whenever you wanfed to talk, how &en was tbere someone wilfing to Iisten just after the 
aWassauK? 

2. Whenever you wanted to talk, how offen is there sameone willing to Iisten at the presertt time? 

3. Did y w  have personal contact with other survivors or people with a similar experienœ just 
affertheassaulüabuse? 

4. Do you have personal contact with ooler suwivors or people with a sirnilar experimce at the 
present time? 

5. Were you able to talk about your thoughts and feelings just &ter the abuse/assault? 

6. Are you able to talk about your thoughts and feelings at the present tirne? 

7. Were people sympathetic and supportive just Mer the assaultlabuse? 



8- Are people sympathetic and supportive at the present time? 

9. Were people helpfiil in a pmcücal sort of way just after ale assaufüabuse? 

10. Are people helpfuf in a practîcal sort of way at the present time? 

11. Did people y w  expected ta be supportive make you feel worse at any tim just aiter the 
at%Ise/8ssault? 

12. Do people yw exgwded to be suppartive make you feel worse at any time at the present 
time? 

13. Overall, were you satisfied with the support you reœived just after the abuse/assault'? 

14- Overall, are you SatiSatisfied with the support you are receiving at the present time? 



Appendur G 

Trauma S-ymDtom Checklist 40 (TSC-40) 



1, Headadies 
2, Irisamnia (trouble getüng to sleep) 
3. WeigM ~QSS (without diefing) 
4. s r n e  proM8ms 
5.Sewalprioblems 
6. Feeling Watd fmrn mers 
7. "Ffashbacks" 

(sudden, M d ,  diicüng mernories) 
8. Restless skep 
9. L w  sex drive 
10. Arixiety afEadcs 

17. Not Ming sabisfied with 
your sex r i  

18. Tmbk Controffing your temper 
f 9. Waking up earfy in the rnorning 

and canY get back to sleep 
20. Uncontroliabie mng 

LomfineSS 
Nightniates 
"spaangwt" 

(@ng away in your mind) 
Sadness 

21, Fear of men 
22- Not Ming msW in the rnorning 
23. fiavhg sex that you didn't enjoy 
24. Trouble -ng along mai ottiers 
25. Memory proMems 
26. Desire ta physicalfy hurt y o u W  
27. Fear of ~iwnen 
28. Waking in the rniddle of the nigM 
29. Bad fhdughts or feelings during sex 
30. Passing out 

31 - Feeling that things are "unreal" 
32. Unnecessary or frequent washing 
33. Fangs uf inferionty 
34. Feeling tense al the time 
35- Confusion about sexuaf fedings 
36- Desire to physkdly hurt others 
37. Feelings of guin 
38. Feeling aiat you aren't aiways 

in your body 
39. Having trouble breathing 
40. Sexual feelings when you shouldn't 

have them 



Cover Letters to Practitioners and Particimmts 



Dear Participant, 

Lakehed University ofThunder Bay Ontario is d u d i o g  a survey of SUrYiVOrs of semai 
abdassadt d e d  "A Model of Posttraumatic Stress Rieaction to S d  Abuse in Fernales". 

Your participation in this survey is vo1untar-y and your nspaoses an sûictly confidenthi. Your 
name will not be assoaated with your reqmmes and ifyou do not wish to answer a specinc item 
you are under no obligation to do so. If you decide not to participate or to h n t i n u e  your 
participation at any point wiN not impact on your tn&ment at the facility. 

Completion ofthis package will tala appmximately 45 minutes of your the. If you cha>se to 
cornpl- the piidragc. it is important mat you do so in the n e  few dap. Complcted questionnaire 
pachges obaild bc maileci in the seffdddtessed d o p e  immtdiptdy. Please nate that the 
postage has been pre-paid. 

Ifyou are mtnested in the d t s  of dis pmject, the gaiaal d t s  WU be made aMilable to the 
crisis cetitre or individual praciitioner who supplicd you with the questionnaire package* Ifyw 
have any questions reaardiiig this pmject, please Mate to contact Mrs. Suruine lBarker-Coflo at 
(807) 623-3965, or Dr. W. T. Mehyk at (807) 343-8432. 

Please accept our sHLmc gratmide for your participation. 



iüvcr Rad. Thunder Bey. Ontario. Gn?& P78 SE t 1 
Dtpartmcnt of Psychology 
Tekphone (807) 343444 1 

Dear Sir or Madame, 

Lakehead University d Thunder Bay Ontario, will be conducting a study entitled "A M W  of 
Posttraumatic Stress Reactions to Smat Abuse in Fernates". 

It is important for both counseiiors and policy-makers to be awire of hctx~rs *ch influence how 
indMduals cope with the trauma of abuseJassauL This i m s e d  ammess could result in mwe 
effective fierapies and prevenhtiw rneasures to decrease the probabiri of posttraumatic teactions 
in the victims of semal abuse (Le., provision of fundhg. to prograrns such as debriefings and support 
grou*). 

Howei~r, increased awarenes and implementation of preventatnre measures cannot occur in the 
absence of data. Until data is made available, the question of how to best aid survnlors will remain a 
mystery. 

At mis time we are requesting your assistance in obtaining participants for mis study. tf you shoufd 
agree to aid in this endemur you m-Il be asked to use your clinical expertise and judgement to 
prmdde as many sexually abuseci fernale clients as possible with. the opportunity to- parücipate in this 
stucfy: 

Participants in the study wïll k asked to compfete a wrnprehensive questionnaire package. 
Completion of the entire package shoukl take no more than 45 minutes of the ~espondents tirne- 
AH responses to the questionnaires will be considered stFictty Eotrifidentiak Respondentss wili not be 
required to provide their name or any other identifling information on the questionnaire rnateriat Alt 

. responses will remain anonymous. 

lî is h o w  th& the resuks d this project mil contribute to the idenMicatim and understanding- of 
thase facOQ6 which are rnost' relevant to the treatment of sexuai abuse sunmnlrs. At the conctusion of 
the study. a summary of the general resufk wiil be prm-ded to all crisis centres and individual 
praGtitiotWs imrohPed in the distribution of the questionnaire packages. 

To confirm your willingness to participate in mis important research project we w i l  be wntacting you 
via telephone within the next few days. In ffie intenm, if you hawmv questions, or need to 
clanficatiab on any aspect of this project, please feel free ta contact Suzanne-Barker-C4lla at 
(807) 6233865, or Dr. W. T. Melnyk et (807) 3438432 or (807) 935-2334. 

Ph. D. candidate 
Lakehead Univers@ 

~r~fessor, ~é'pkrtment of ~sychology 
Lakehead UnRcersity 

- -- - A C H I E V E M E N T  T H R O U G H  E F F O R T  



l MAGE NALUATION 
TEST TARGET (QA-3) 
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